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Abstract
We study the existence and the continuity properties of the boundary values on the real axis
of the resolvent of a self-adjoint operator H in the framework of the conjugate operator
method initiated by Mourre. We allow the conjugate operator A to be the generator of a
C0-semigroup (ﬁner estimates require A to be maximal symmetric) and we consider situations
where the ﬁrst commutator ½H; iA is not comparable to H: The applications include the
spectral theory of zero mass quantum ﬁeld models.
r 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we describe an extension of the Mourre version of the positive
commutator method which can be used in situations where the commutator of the
Hamiltonian H with the conjugate operator A is not comparable with H and/or A is
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not a self-adjoint operator. This extension is especially adapted to the study of the
spectral theory of quantum ﬁeld theory Hamiltonians.
The origin of the positive commutator method can be traced back to the following
theorem, proved by Putnam in 1956: if A is bounded and ½H; iAX0; then the
range of ½H; iA is contained in the absolute continuity subspace of H (see [28] or
[29, p. 20]). This result has been improved and used by several authors to prove
absolute spectral continuity of Schro¨dinger operators, see [30, Vol. 4] for a review of
some of these works. However, the applications were rather restricted by the
boundedness condition on A and the global positivity requirement on the
commutator. In 1981 Mourre [26] succeeded to treat the case when A is unbounded
(but self-adjoint) and the positivity of the commutator holds (but in a stronger form)
only on the open set J where we want to prove absolute continuity, more precisely
½H; iAXa1JðHÞ  b1R\JðHÞð1þ jHjÞ ð1:1Þ
for some numbers a; b40: It is easy to see that (1.1) is equivalent (under Mourre’s
conditions) to the usual form of the so-called strict Mourre estimate. The main idea
of Mourre was to control the behaviour of the resolvent Rðl7imÞ ¼ ðH  l8imÞ1;
where lAJ and m-0þ; with the help of A: There was a price to pay for this: the
commutator ½H; iA and the second commutator ½½H; iA; iA had to be dominated, in
a suitable sense, by H: It turned out, however, that many physically interesting
Hamiltonians can be easily studied in this framework. Moreover, the domination
conditions were weakened by various authors, which increased the power and
elegance of the theory (see [4] and references therein).
Among the various extensions of the Mourre theorem which exist in the literature,
two are especially interesting for us: the ﬁrst is due to Hu¨bner and Spohn [22] and the
second to Skibsted [32] (this is further developed in [25]). In [22] it is shown that
Mourre’s results remain true if A is only maximal symmetric, the main technical
result being the extension of the virial theorem to this context (the resolvent
estimates extend easily because domination conditions similar to those of Mourre are
imposed). Moreover, the authors show the usefulness of this generalization in the
study of the spin-boson model with a particle number cut-off. But the results of [22]
cannot be used in the case of a massless quantum ﬁeld because then the commutator
½H; iA is not dominated by any power of H: This difﬁculty was overcome in [32] by
assuming that there is a sequence of self-adjoint operators An which converge
strongly to A and such that ½H; iAn is H-bounded, so Mourre’s computations make
sense for each ﬁxed n: Suitable uniform in n bounds on the approximating operators
allow one to take the limit n-N in the ﬁnal estimate.
1.1. Presentation of the main results
In this paper we shall prove resolvent estimates under the assumption that the
Hamiltonian H is regular in a certain sense with respect to the operator ½H; iA: If
½H; iA is H-bounded then this condition is satisﬁed, hence our condition on the ﬁrst
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commutator is weaker than that from [22,26], where H-boundedness (and
boundedness from below) of ½H; iA is required.
On the other hand, some further technical conditions are necessary for the
development of the theory, and ours are not directly comparable with those of the
quoted papers (these conditions involve boundedness properties of the second
commutator ½½H; iA; iA and the stability of certain spaces under the (semi)group
generated by A; see [4, Sections 7.5.1, 7.5.2] for a detailed discussion). However, in
Section 5 we show that it is easy to deduce from Theorem 3.5 a result which, for
Hamiltonians with a spectral gap, covers those from [26] and also the more general
results of Perry et al. [27] (note that in [27] H is assumed bounded from below). Since
the operator A will be assumed maximal symmetric, it will be clear that the abstract
theory developed in [22] is also a particular case of ours. Later on in this introduction
we shall explain why the results of [32] are consequences of ours and we shall discuss
the relation with [25].
We shall now summarize our main results. For simplicity, we present here only a
particular case, when A is assumed to be maximal symmetric. We refer to Section 3
for the general case, when (a multiple of) A is the generator of a C0-semigroup. We
begin with some deﬁnitions and notations.
The regularity notion we need in order to formulate our results is the following.
Let S and T be closed densely deﬁned operators on a Hilbert spaceH: Assume that
S has the following property: there is a sequence of complex numbers zn in the
resolvent set of S such that jznj-N and supn jznj jjðS  znÞ1jjoN: We say that S is
of full class C1ðTÞ if for each number z in the resolvent set of S the sesquilinear form
½T ; ðS  zÞ1 with domainDðTÞ 
DðTÞ is continuous for the topology ofH
H:
Or, equivalently, if for each such z one has ðS  zÞ1DðTÞCDðTÞ and TðS  zÞ1 
ðS  zÞ1T :DðTÞ-H extends to a bounded operator on H:
Now let A be a maximal symmetric operator onH: Then A has deﬁciency indices
ðN; 0Þ or ð0; NÞ: In the ﬁrst case there is a strongly continuous one parameter
semigroup fWtgtX0 of isometries on H such that uADðAÞ if and only if jjWtu 
ujjpct; and in this case iAu ¼ limt-0þ ðWtu  uÞ=t; then we write Wt ¼ eitA: In the
second case, A generates such a semigroup. In order to have uniform notations, we
deﬁne in the second case Wt  eitA :¼ eijtjðAÞ for tp0: Thus we have in both cases
iAu ¼ limt-0 ðWtu  uÞ=t for uADðAÞ; the parameter t being restricted by the
conditions t40 and to0 in the ﬁrst and second cases, respectively. We note that
fW t g will be a C0-semigroup of contractions with generator A:
We introduce now several spaces needed for the description of our results. More
details and references will be given later on, see Sections 2 and 3.3. Assume that G is
a Hilbert space continuously and densely embedded inH such that W t GCG for all t
and sup0ojtjo1 jjW t jjBðGÞoN: We denote by H and G the adjoint spaces and we
identifyH ¼H with the help of the Riesz isomorphism, which implies GCHCG
continuously and densely. Then each Wt uniquely extends to a bounded operator on
G; that we denote also by Wt; and the map t/WtABðGÞ deﬁnes a C0-semigroup
on G: In the next deﬁnition we assume that we are in the case tX0; the other case
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being similar. Then for 0oso1 and 1pppþN we set
jj f jjGs;p :¼
jj f jjG þ
R 1
0 jjtsðWt f  f ÞjjpG
dt
t
 1
p
if poN;
jj f jjG þ sup½0;1 jjtsðWt f  f ÞjjG if p ¼ þN:
8><>:
Then Gs;p is the set of fAG
 such that jj f jjGs;poN with the obvious Banach space
structure.
The following adjoint spaces will also be needed: if p41 and 1=p þ 1=q ¼ 1 then
Gs;p :¼ ðGs;qÞ and if p ¼ 1 then Gs;1 :¼ ðG3s;NÞ; where G3s;N is the closure of DðAÞ
in Gs;N: Below we give a semigroup description of these spaces.
Denote by G1 the completion of DðAÞ under the norm jjujjG1 ¼ jjujjG þ jjAujjG :
We have G1CG
 continuously and densely, in fact G1 is just the domain of the
generator of fWtg in G equipped with the graph topology. Let G1 be the
completion of G under the norm infvðjjvjjG þ jju  AvjjGÞ with vAG-DðAÞ such
that AvAG: This space can be canonically identiﬁed with the adjoint space of G1: It
can be shown that each operator W t (which, by hypothesis, leaves G invariant)
uniquely extends to a bounded operator on G1; denoted also W t ; and that the map
t/W t ABðG1Þ deﬁnes a C0-semigroup on G1: Then, assuming as above that we
are in the case tX0; we set
jj f jjGs;p :¼
jj f jjG1 þ
R 1
0
jjts1ðW t f  f ÞjjpG1
dt
t
 1
p
if poN;
jj f jjG1 þ sup½0;1 jjts1ðW t f  f ÞjjG1 if p ¼ þN:
8><>>:
Then Gs;p can be identiﬁed with the set of fAG1 such that jj f jjGs;poN:
There is a simpler but less intuitive deﬁnition of the preceding spaces by real
interpolation (see [4,6]), valid for all 0oso1 and 1pppN:
Gs;p ¼ ðG1;GÞ1s;p and Gs;p ¼ ðG;G1Þs;p:
Then one easily gets, for example, Gs;pCG

t;q if s4t or s ¼ t but ppq:
We can state now the hypotheses of the next theorem. Besides the operator A
introduced above we consider a self-adjoint operator H and a symmetric closed
densely deﬁned operator H 0 (one of the conditions below says that H 0 is a realization
of the formal commutator ½H; iA). We denote by D the space DðHÞ-DðH 0Þ
(equipped with the intersection topology). We assume:
(M1) H is of full class C1ðH 0Þ; D is a core of H 0; and DðHÞ-DðH 0Þ ¼ D:
(M2) A bounded open set JCR is given and there are numbers a; b40 such that
H 0X½a1JðHÞ  b1R\JðHÞ/HS as forms on D:
Then there is c40 such that H 0 þ c/HSX/HS :¼ ð1þ jHj2Þ1=2 as forms onD: Let
jjujjG ¼ ðu; ðH 0 þ c/HSÞuÞ1=2 and let G be the completion of D under the norm
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jjujjG; we have GCH continuously and densely. Clearly H and H 0 extend to
continuous symmetric operators G-G: Our last hypotheses are:
(M30) W t GCG for all t and sup0ojtjo1 jjW t jjBðGÞoN:
(M4) For all uAD we have: limt-0 1t ½ðHu; WtuÞ  ðu; WtHuÞ ¼ ðu; H 0uÞ:
(M5) There is H 00ABðG;GÞ such that limt-0 1t ½ðH 0u; WtuÞ  ðu; WtH 0uÞ exists and
is equal to ðu; H 00uÞ for all uAD:
Our main result is the next theorem. We shall use the notations:
J7 ¼ fl7im j lAJ; m40g; J7 ¼ fl7im j lAJ; mX0g:
We recall that if E is a Banach space then the weak topology on BðE;EÞ is the
topology deﬁned by the seminorms of the form jðu; SvÞj with u; vAE; hence a
BðE;EÞ-valued map F deﬁned on a topological space X is weak-continuous if and
only if the map x/ðu; FðxÞvÞ is continuous for each u; vAE (by polarization it
sufﬁces to take v ¼ u).
Theorem 1.1. If zAJþ,J then RðzÞðH-G1=2;1ÞCG1=2;N and the restriction of the
map RðzÞ to H-G1=2;1 extends to a continuous operator RðzÞ :G1=2;1-G1=2;N: The
functions J7{z/RðzÞABðG1=2;1;G1=2;NÞ are holomorphic and extend to weak
continuous maps on J7: In particular, the limits Rðl7i0Þ :¼ limm-70 Rðlþ imÞ exist
in the weak topology of BðG1=2;1;G1=2;NÞ locally uniformly in lAJ and the boundary
value maps
J{l/Rðl7i0ÞABðG1=2;1;G1=2;NÞ
are weak continuous. If 1=2osp1 then the maps
J{l/Rðl7i0ÞABðGs;N;Gs;1Þ
are locally Ho¨lder continuous of order s  1=2:
Let us state explicitly the main estimates that we prove: for each compact ICJ
there is a number CI such that
jjRðlþ imÞf jjG1=2;NpCI jj f jjG1=2;1 for lAI ; ma0 and fAH-G

1=2;1 ð1:2Þ
and for each 1=2osp1 there is CIðsÞ such that the boundary values satisfy
jjRðl17i0Þ  Rðl27i0ÞjjBðGs;N;Gs;1ÞpCI ðsÞjl1  l2j
s1=2 for l1; l2AI : ð1:3Þ
We stress that RðzÞ does not send G into G in general, hence (1.2) is a rather subtle
estimate.
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Our Ho¨lder continuity estimate is in fact more precise than (1.3). Indeed, we prove
that
jjRðz1Þ  Rðz2ÞjjBðGs;N;Gs;1ÞpCI ðsÞjz1  z2j
s1=2 for z1; z2AI7; ð1:4Þ
where I7 is deﬁned similarly to J7: In particular, we see that RðzÞ converges in norm
to its boundary values in the space BðGs;N;Gs;1Þ:
jjRðl7imÞ  Rðl7i0ÞjjBðGs;N;Gs;1ÞpCIðsÞjmj
s1=2 if lAI7; m40: ð1:5Þ
We do not have any particular application in mind of these Ho¨lder continuity
results. We just mention here that they are an ingredient in the derivation of the
Fermi Golden Rule in second-order perturbation theory of embedded eigenvalues, as
presented in [1]. See also [12,25]. Higher orders of regularity have been used recently
by Agmon and Herbst [2] to make a precise study of perturbations under which an
embedded eigenvalue persists. Finally, we mention that higher order regularity of the
resolvent is also an ingredient in the study of the smoothness of scattering matrices,
cf. e.g. [31], and in some methods for obtaining propagation estimates in scattering
theory, see e.g. [23].
The methods we use allow one to eliminate the condition on H involving the
second commutator H 00 (as in [4, Chapter 7]) and to determine the order of regularity
of the boundary values for all allowed s: The idea is to replace the operators He ¼
H  ieH 0 used in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 by a more general family of operators
HeABðG;GÞ such that He ¼ H  ieH 0 þ oðeÞ as e-0: For example, if G is b-stable
under fWtg and fW t g (see Deﬁnition 2.32) then the condition HAC2ðA;G;GÞ from
Remark 3.1 can be replaced by HAC1;1ðA;G;GÞ; where the last space is deﬁned by
real interpolation: C1;1ðA;G;GÞ ¼ ðC2ðA;G;GÞ; BðG;GÞÞ1=2;1: We do not give
details because in the main application we have in mind (see [16]) such an extension is
not really relevant.
The condition that A be the generator of a C0-semigroup is not always easy to
check, so we make an effort to go as far as possible without it. In fact, we use it only
in order to establish relation (3.19) (the approximations (3.27) could be replaced by
other expressions suggested by interpolation theory). In many cases a direct
justiﬁcation of (3.19) is easy. Incidentally, this is the case in the examples presented
later on in the introduction, but this is deﬁnitely not so in the situation of [16]. Also,
the case when H and H 0 commute is rather elementary and one can obtain without
much effort results of a certain interest. Of course, our main concern is the case when
H and H 0 do not commute.
Our assumption (M2) is a strict Mourre type estimate, i.e. it involves no compact
remainder. Such an estimate is difﬁcult to obtain directly and the usual way to
bypass this problem is to invoke various versions of the virial theorem. In Section 4
we present some new results, adapted to the context of [16], concerning this topic.
We improve the standard version (see [4, Proposition 7.2.10; 15]) of the virial
theorem in two directions. First, we consider conjugate operators A of a general
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form, including generators of C0-semigroups. Thus we cover the known results
concerning self-adjoint A as well as the extension to maximal symmetric A obtained
in [22, Proposition 9]. Then we treat the case when the Hamiltonian H is not of class
C1ðAÞ under some supplementary assumptions (H 0 should be approximable by
operators with better properties). These results are sufﬁcient for the situation studied
in [16].
We shall make now some comments concerning the relation between our paper
and [25,32]. The assumptions of [32] involve, besides the self-adjoint operator H and
the maximal symmetric operator A; an auxiliary self-adjoint operator MX1 (in
applications this is the particle number operator plus the projection onto the vacuum
state) and a sequence of self-adjoint operators An which converge to A: Most of
Skibsted’s hypotheses are formulated in terms of the commutators between H and
An and are similar to those of Mourre [26] with one notable exception: ½H; iAn does
not satisfy the Mourre positivity condition. Instead, it is required that
limn-N ½H; iAn exists in some sense and is of the form M þ G; where G is an H-
bounded symmetric operator. Then Mourre positivity is imposed only on this limit
operator. Also, instead of working directly with second-order commutators,
Skibsted requires the existence of the limits limn-N ½M; iAn and limn-N ½G; iAn
in a suitable sense.
The connection with our formalism is obtained by deﬁning H 0 as the closure of the
operator M þ G (see Lemma 2.26). One can then show that Skibsted’s assumptions
imply ours. We shall not explain this in detail, although the proof is not completely
trivial. Note, however, that in our notations Assumption 2.1(1) from [32] can
be written as HAC1ðMÞ and ½H; iMDðHÞCH: In particular, D :¼ DðHÞ-DðMÞ
is a core for H and for M: It is also important to notice that the semigroup of
isometries Wt generated by A satisﬁes a rather strong condition: WtDCD and
W t DCD for all tX0: In particular, these groups also leave invariant the
interpolation space ðD;HÞ1=2;2 and this is, under the conditions of [32], our space
G (see Proposition 3.8).
In papers [25,32] the family He is taken to be H
MS
e ¼ H  ieðM þ f ðHÞGf ðHÞÞ:
This choice differs from ours (namely He ¼ H  ieH 0) due to the appearance of
the energy cutoffs f ðHÞ: In [25] it is observed that H and M appear symmetrically
in HMSe ; up to the need for uniformity of estimates in e: This observation makes
it possible to ease the assumption on ½H; iM mentioned above, such as to cover
the application considered there. An assumption of the following form is introduced
instead: ½H; iM0 ¼ T1 þ T2; where T1 is H-bounded and T2 is M
1
2-bounded.
(That M
1
2 and not M is used is due to the need for uniformity in e:) This type of
assumption could possibly also be considered in our context, but at the cost of some
elegance.
We furthermore mention that the limiting absorption principle proved in [25] is of
the form jjM12b/AS12aðH  zÞ1/AS12aM12bjj be uniformly bounded as z
approaches a part of the spectrum where a Mourre estimate holds. Here a40 and in
particular it is required that b be strictly positive. Our limiting absorption principle
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holds with b ¼ 0 and is in this direction an improvement over [25] (when both sets of
assumptions hold). Technically, the need for b40 in [25] is a consequence of the use
of the energy cutoff f ðHÞ in HMSe :
1.2. Elementary applications
The main application of Theorem 1.1 is presented in [16], where we study the
spectral theory of massless Nelson models describing a quantum ﬁeld of massless
particles interacting with non-relativistic electrons.
We shall give here two simple examples which allow us to illustrate some
advantages of our results in comparison with previous ones.
We consider the Hilbert space H ¼ L2ðRnÞ and, if f :Rn-R is measurable,
we denote by f ðQÞ the operator of multiplication by f in H and we set
f ðPÞ :¼Ff ðQÞF; where F is the Fourier transformation. In particular,
if kARn then eikQ acts as follows: ðeikQuÞðxÞ ¼ eikxuðxÞ: Note that eikQf ðPÞeikQ ¼
f ðP þ kÞ:
A real number l is a threshold value of a C1 function o :Rn-R if there is a
sequence of points kjARn such that oðkjÞ-l and o0ðkjÞ-0; where o0 is the gradient
of o: The set of threshold values of o is denoted by tðoÞ: Clearly, letðoÞ if and
only if there is an open neighbourhood J of l and a constant m40 such that
jo0ðkÞjXm if oðkÞAJ: If joðkÞj þ jo0ðkÞj-N when k-N then tðoÞ is the set of
critical values of o:
Now we ﬁx o :Rn-R of class C2 such that the Jacobian matrix o00 is a
bounded function. We set eo ¼ ð1þ o2 þ o02Þ1=2 and for 0psp1 we introduce
the space
Ks ¼ DðeosðPÞÞ ¼ DðjojsðPÞÞ-Dðjo0jsðPÞÞ
equipped with the norm jjeosðPÞujj: Then Ks :¼ ðKsÞ is the completion of H
under the norm jjeosðPÞujj and we have as usual KsCHCKs:
It is easy to show that for each sA½1; 1 one has eikQKs ¼Ks for all kARn and
that the n-parameter group induced by feikQgkARn inKs is strongly continuous and
of polynomial growth: jjeikQjjBðKsÞpC/kS2; where /kS  ð1þ jkj2Þ1=2: Thus one
can deﬁne the scale of Besov spacesKss;p with sAR and 1pppN: If oðkÞ ¼ /kS we
get the usual weighted (Besov type) Sobolev spacesHss;p: If s ¼ 0 thenK0s;p Hs;p
are usual weighted (Besov type) L2 spaces. Details of the construction can be found
in [4, Chapters 3 and 4].
The proof of the following proposition can be found in Appendix A.
Proposition 1.2. Let o :Rn-R be a function of class C2 with bounded second order
derivatives and let LCR be a compact set disjoint from tðoÞ: Set RðzÞ ¼ ðoðPÞ  zÞ1
for zAC\R: If RzAL then RðzÞH1=2;1CK11=2;N and for each 1psp0 the
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restriction RðzÞjH1=2;1 extends to a continuous operator Ks1=2;1-Ksþ11=2;N satisfying
jjRðzÞujjKsþ11=2;NpCjjujjKs1=2;1 ð1:6Þ
for some constant C independent of z and u:
This result is interesting in the context of the remark after (1.3) because the
function o does not necessarily dominate its gradient (e.g. let n ¼ 2 and oðkÞ ¼
k21  k22 or oðkÞ ¼ k1 þ k22) so we do not have RðzÞHCK1: Estimates like (1.6) have
ﬁrst been obtained by Agmon and Ho¨rmander [20, Theorem 14.3.2] for simply
characteristic differential operators of an arbitrary order; see [7] for a proof
involving conjugate operators and a localization argument.
The condition naturally suggested by Theorem 1.1 is jo00jpCeo rather than
jo00jpC: It is indeed easy to obtain an analogue of Proposition 1.2 under this
condition but with the spaces K71=2s;p replaced by the spaces G
ðÞ
s;p (i.e. G

s;p or Gs;p)
deﬁned in terms of the operator A that we introduce below (or other similar
operators). In particular, one can deduce the results of [21] from Theorem 1.1. Note
also that jo00jpCeo is the only condition needed to construct the Besov scales Kss;p
(this follows easily from Proposition 2.34) but unfortunately it is not possible, in
general, to pass from the spaces GðÞs;p to the more natural K
s
s;p:
In order to prove Proposition 1.2 we make the choice A ¼ 1
2
ðFðPÞQ þ QFðPÞÞ;
where F :Rn-Rn is the vector ﬁeld FðkÞ ¼ o0ðkÞ/o0ðkÞS1: This forces us to
take H 0 ¼ jo0ðPÞj2/o0ðPÞS1 which is of order jo0ðPÞj; hence not comparable
with H; so the known versions of the Mourre theorem cannot be used. However,
A is self-adjoint. Our next purpose is to explain the usefulness of considering
non-self-adjoint conjugate operators. The following example is relevant in the
context of [16]. The corresponding class of operators A is considered in detail in
Appendix A.
Let o :Rn-R be a continuous function with oX0 and such that the set Z ¼
fkARn joðkÞ ¼ 0g is of measure zero. Let O :¼ Rn\Z: We suppose that the function
o is of class C2 on O and has no critical points there. We take H ¼ oðPÞ and
formally deﬁne A by A ¼ 1
2
ðFðPÞQ þ QFðPÞÞ with FðkÞ ¼ o0ðkÞjo0ðkÞj: Then, again
formally, we have ½H; iA ¼ jo0ðPÞj: The advantage of such a choice is seen in the
case when jo0ðkÞjXa for some number a40; this happens, for example, if oðkÞ is the
distance from k to a given closed convex set Z of measure zero (the simplest example
being oðkÞ ¼ jkj). Then we have a global strict positivity estimate H 0Xa which is
quite useful in many circumstances (the purpose of the theory developed in [22] was
to cover such situations).
We shall now make rigorous these facts. Let A be the closure of the operator
1
2
ðFðPÞQ þ QFðPÞÞ with domain F1CN0 ðOÞ: Then A is symmetric closed and
densely deﬁned, but this is not sufﬁcient for our purposes: we have to show that it is
maximal symmetric.
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Lemma 1.3. The operator A has deficiency indices of the form ðN; 0Þ:
The proof is given in the appendix. We have Wt  eitA ¼F bWtF where the C0-
semigroup of isometries f bWtgtX0 is constructed as follows. For each kAO let
t/ptðkÞ be the unique solution of ddt ptðkÞ ¼ FðptðkÞÞ satisfying p0ðkÞ ¼ k: We show
that the maximal domain of existence of this solution is of the form tðkÞ;N½ with
tðkÞo0: If tX0 then pt is a C1-diffeomorphism of O onto some open set OtCO
whose inverse is denoted pt (the notations are consistent). Let f ¼ div F and
atðkÞ :¼ expð
Rt
0 f ðpsðkÞÞ dsÞ for kAOt: If tX0 we set bWtu :¼ wOt ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃatp u3pt: ThenbWt is an isometry in L2ðRnÞ ¼ L2ðOÞ with range equal to L2ðOtÞ: The case when o0
is only locally Lipschitz can also be treated along these lines.
Let H 0 be the (self-adjoint) operator jo0ðPÞj: Since H and H 0 commute, condition
(M1) is satisﬁed and D ¼K1 with the same notations as before. In the present
context it is convenient to deﬁne thresholds by an obvious extension of the deﬁnition
given above, but also to include zero in the threshold set. In particular, if oðkÞ-N
as k-N then only zero is a threshold (note, however, that zero could be a ‘‘ghost
threshold’’, i.e. irrelevant for spectral analysis; this happens in the massless
Nelson model [16], where oðkÞ ¼ jkj). Then condition (M2) is satisﬁed if the closure
of J is compact and disjoint from the threshold set. As operators deﬁned on
FCN0 ðOÞ; we have: ½H 0; iA ¼ wðPÞ where the function w is deﬁned on O by w ¼
o0
jo0 j ð o
0
jo0jrÞo0: The condition jo00jpCeo sufﬁces to develop the theory, cf. the proof of
Proposition 1.2.
In order to explain why it is useful for applications to admit non-self-adjoint
conjugate operators, we shall consider a ‘‘toy version’’ of the model treated in [16].
Let us ﬁrst describe the one-particle space and one-particle kinetic energy: we take
n ¼ 1 and oðkÞ ¼ jkj: Then O ¼ R :¼ R\f0g and FðkÞ ¼71 if 7k40: The
generator bA of f bWtgtX0 has domain Dð bAÞ ¼H10ðRÞ; the set of functions of Sobolev
classH1ðRÞ which vanish at zero, and it acts as follows: bAuðkÞ ¼ iu0ðkÞ if k40 andbAuðkÞ ¼ iu0ðkÞ if ko0: Let p7 be the orthogonal projection onto the subspace
L2ðR7Þ of L2ðRÞ and let Utf ðxÞ ¼ f ðx  tÞ: Then bWt ¼ pþUtpþ þ pUtp: If the
Hamiltonian is oðPÞ then ½oðPÞ; iA ¼ 1; so the theory trivially applies. Below we
change notations: we denote by a the operator A introduced above.
Now we consider a perturbed second quantized version of this situation. Let
H ¼ GðL2ðRÞÞ be the symmetric Fock space over L2ðRÞ and H ¼ dGðoðPÞÞ þ fðvÞ;
where fðvÞ is the ﬁeld operator associated to some vAH10ðRÞ: If we take A ¼ dGðaÞ
then H 0  ½H; iA ¼ N þ fðevÞ; where N is the particle number operator and ev ¼
iavAL2ðRÞ: Now we are in a situation when A is not self-adjoint and H 0 is
not comparable with H: This choice of A is in fact the most natural in order to
prove the Mourre estimate (cf. [16]): it replaces the strict positivity of the mass
used in an essential way in [10]. We note, however, that other (self-adjoint)
operators have been used to obtain Mourre estimates under a weak coupling
condition, cf. [5].
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1.3. Plan of the paper
We make now some remarks concerning the organization of the paper. Section 2 is
devoted to the study of a regularity property of linear operators on a Hilbert space
H with respect to a closed operator A: The fact that the corresponding class C1ðAÞ
plays a role in our argument could seem strange: after all, the main point of this
paper is to develop the commutator method beyond the usual C1ðAÞ setting
(especially emphasized in [4]). More precisely, we are interested in Hamiltonians H
which are not of class C1ðAÞ: But an important point of our approach is that not the
Hamiltonian but the non-self-adjoint approximations He (chosen here equal to
H  ieH 0) have to be of class C1ðAÞ: This explains why we study arbitrary closed
operators of class C1ðAÞ: On the other hand, we consider a general closed densely
deﬁned A for two reasons. First, we develop a substantial part of the theory for
conjugate operators A which are only generators of C0-semigroups. Second, our
Hamiltonian has to be of class C1ðH 0Þ and H 0 is not more than symmetric. In this
context, we emphasize the role played by Theorem 2.25 in our arguments. For
completeness we have included in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 some elementary material
most of which is part of the general theory of derivations on C-algebras (see [9]).
Section 3 is the heart of the paper: we present and prove there our main results.
We did not try to get statements of maximal generality in order to avoid heavy
formulations. However, the proofs are arranged so that extensions are easy. In
Section 4 we discuss some new results on the virial theorem, part of them adapted to
the context of [16]. In Section 5 we prove a theorem extending various classical
results for operators of class C2ðAÞ to the case when A is maximal symmetric; we
assume there that H has a spectral gap, which allows us to deduce it very easily from
our main result, Theorem 3.5. Finally, Appendix A contains more technical results
used in other parts of the paper.
2. The C1ðAÞ class
In this section we consider a linear operator A and deﬁne a regularity property of
linear operators on a Hilbert spaceH with respect to A which is an extension of the
C1ðAÞ property (see [4]) when A is self-adjoint. Throughout this section A will be
closed and densely deﬁned on a Hilbert spaceH: Note that since A is closed, DðAÞ
is dense inH: We denote by sðSÞ and rðSÞ the spectrum and the resolvent set of an
operator S:
2.1. C1ðAÞ class of bounded operators
If SABðHÞ we denote by ½A; S the sesquilinear form on DðAÞ 
DðAÞ
deﬁned by:
ðu; ½A; SvÞ :¼ ðAu; SvÞ  ðSu; AvÞ; uADðAÞ; vADðAÞ:
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Deﬁnition 2.1. An operator SABðHÞ is of class C1ðAÞ if the sesquilinear
form ½A; S is continuous for the topology of H
H: If this is the case, we
denote by ½A; S the unique bounded operator on H associated to the quadratic
form ½A; S (note that DðAÞ 
DðAÞ is dense in H
H). We denote by C1ðAÞ the
linear space
C1ðAÞ :¼ fSABðHÞ j S is of class C1ðAÞg:
Proposition 2.2. An operator SABðHÞ is of class C1ðAÞ if and only if S maps DðAÞ
into itself and AS  SA :DðAÞ-H extends to a bounded operator on H: In this case
AS ¼ SA þ ½A; S as an identity on DðAÞ:
Proof. If SAC1ðAÞ then we have
ðAu; SvÞ ¼ ðu; ½A; Sv þ SAvÞ; uADðAÞ; vADðAÞ:
Since A ¼ A; this implies that if vADðAÞ then SvADðAÞ and ASv ¼ ½A; Sv þ SAv:
Conversely, assume that SDðAÞCDðAÞ and that there is TABðHÞ such that Tv ¼
ðAS  SAÞv on DðAÞ: If uADðAÞ; vADðAÞ then ðAu; SvÞ  ðu; SAvÞ ¼ ðu; ASv 
SAvÞ ¼ ðu; TvÞ; hence SAC1ðAÞ and ½A; S ¼ T : &
Lemma 2.3. Let A1; A2 be closed densely defined operators such that A1 þ A2
(with domain DðA1Þ-DðA2Þ) is closeable and densely defined. Denote by A the
closure of A1 þ A2: If SAC1ðA1Þ-C1ðA2Þ; then SAC1ðAÞ and ½A; S ¼ ½A1; S þ
½A2; S:
Proof. If uADðA1Þ-DðA2Þ then SuADðA1Þ-DðA2Þ and Proposition 2.2 gives
ASu ¼ ½A1; Su þ ½A2; Su þ SAu; hence jjASujjpCðjjujj þ jjAujjÞ: Thus we get
SDðAÞCDðAÞ and for uADðAÞ we have ðAS  SAÞu ¼ ½A1; Su þ ½A2; Su: The
second part of Proposition 2.2 gives the result. &
Proposition 2.4. Let SABðHÞ: Then SAC1ðAÞ if and only if SAC1ðAÞ
and then
½A; S ¼ ð½A; SÞ:
Proof. Since A ¼ A; S ¼ S; it sufﬁces to prove the) part of the proposition. Let
uADðAÞ; vADðAÞ: Then
ðAu; SvÞ  ðSu; AvÞ ¼ ðu; ½A; SvÞ:
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Taking the complex conjugates and using that vADðAÞ ¼ DðAÞ; we obtain
ðAv; SuÞ  ðSv; AuÞ ¼ ðv; ð½A; SÞuÞ; uADðAÞ; vADðAÞ;
i.e. SAC1ðAÞ and ½A; S ¼ ð½A; SÞ: &
2.2. Properties of the space C1ðAÞ
Lemma 2.5. The linear map A : C1ðAÞ-BðHÞ defined by S/½A; S is closed for the
weak operator topology.
Proof. Assume that fSagaAI is a net in BðHÞ such that SaAC1ðAÞ; w-lima Sa ¼ S
and w-lima ½A; Sa ¼ T : Then for uADðAÞ; vADðAÞ we have
ðu; ½A; SavÞ ¼ ðAu; SavÞ  ðu; SaAvÞ:
Taking the limit over the directed set I ; we obtain
ðu; TvÞ ¼ ðAu; SvÞ  ðu; SAvÞ ¼ ðAu; SvÞ  ðSu; AvÞ:
Hence SAC1ðAÞ and ½A; S ¼ T ; which proves that A is closed for the weak
topology. &
Proposition 2.6. (i) The space C1ðAÞ is a sub-algebra of BðHÞ and A is a derivation
on it, i.e.
½A; ST  ¼ ½A; ST þ S½A; T  if S; TAC1ðAÞ:
(ii) If SAC1ðAÞ and z is a complex number in the connected component of infinity of
rðSÞ; then RðzÞ :¼ ðS  zÞ1AC1ðAÞ and
½A; RðzÞ ¼ RðzÞ½A; SRðzÞ:
Proof. Let us ﬁrst prove (i). Let uADðAÞ; vADðAÞ: Then
ðu; ½A; ST vÞ ¼ ðAu; STvÞ  ðu; STAvÞ
¼ ðAu; STvÞ  ðu; SATvÞ þ ðu; ðSAT  STAÞvÞ;
using Proposition 2.2 for T : Hence
ðu; ½A; ST vÞ ¼ ðu; ½A; STvÞ þ ðASu; TvÞ  ðSu; TAvÞ;
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using Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.4 for S: Since TAC1ðAÞ; we get
ðu; ½A; ST vÞ ¼ ðu; ½A; STvÞ þ ðSu; ½A; T vÞ
¼ ðu; ½A; STvÞ þ ðu; S½A; T vÞ;
which proves (i).
To prove (ii) we ﬁrst consider the particular case z ¼ 1 and jjSjjo1; and we follow
the method of proof of [9, Lemma 3.2.29]. From (i) we see that if SAC1ðAÞ then
SnAC1ðAÞ and
½A; Sn ¼
Xn1
k¼0
Sk½A; SSn1k:
Since jjSjjo1 the Neumann series
ð1 SÞ1 ¼
XN
k¼0
Sk
is norm convergent. By Lemma 2.5, ð1 SÞ1AC1ðAÞ and:
½A; ð1 SÞ1 ¼ w-
XN
n¼0
Xn1
k¼0
Sk½A; SSn1k:
This series is norm convergent to ð1 SÞ1½A; Sð1 SÞ1; which completes the
proof of (ii) in the particular case considered above. The general case is treated in
two steps. If jzj4jjSjj then we can use ðS  zÞ1 ¼ z1ð1 z1SÞ1 and what was
proved above. Then observe that
RðzÞ ¼ Rðz0Þð1 ðz  z0ÞRðz0ÞÞ1 for z; z0ArðSÞ: ð2:7Þ
If Rðz0ÞAC1ðAÞ and jz  z0j jjRðz0Þjjo1; then RðzÞAC1ðAÞ: By analytic continua-
tion, we obtain that RðzÞAC1ðAÞ for each z in the connected component of rðSÞ
containing z0: &
Remark 2.7. We do not know if the stronger version ‘‘TAC1ðAÞ invertible )
T1AC1ðAÞ and ½A; T1 ¼ T1½A; T T1’’ of part (ii) of the preceding
proposition is true. A positive answer would signiﬁcantly simplify and improve
some of our later arguments.
It is possible to avoid this problem for the following class of operators.
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Deﬁnition 2.8. A closed and densely deﬁned operator A on H is called regular if
there is a sequence ðanÞ in rðAÞ such that janj-N and jjðA  anÞ1jjpCjanj1; where
C is a constant.
The notion of regular operators is suggested by that of positive operator in a
Banach space, which plays an important role in interpolation theory (see [4,
Proposition 2.7.2] and [33]). We note that self-adjoint operators, maximal
symmetric operators and, more generally, generators of C0-semigroups are
regular operators (see Section 2.5). Symmetric but not maximal symmetric
operators are not regular. On the other hand, the condition of regularity is more
convenient and less restrictive than that of being the generator of a C0-semigroup.
For example, let A be the operator of multiplication by x3 in the Sobolev space
H ¼H1ðRÞ: It is clear that A is regular, but eitA is not a bounded operator in H
for tAR\f0g:
If A is a regular operator we set In ¼ anðan  AÞ1 and An ¼ AIn; with an as in
Deﬁnition 2.8 (the operators An are the usual bounded regularizations of A when A
is the generator of a C0-semigroup, see [19]; they also appear in [26] for self-adjoint
A). Then In and An are bounded operators such that s-limn-N In ¼ 1 in H and
DðAÞ; in particular Au ¼ limn-N Anu if uADðAÞ: Moreover, for each uAH one has
uADðAÞ3supn jjAnujjoN: Note that A is also regular (consider the complex
conjugate sequence ð%anÞ).
Proposition 2.9. Let A be a regular operator and let An be as above. A bounded
operator S is of class C1ðAÞ if and only if jj½An; SjjpC for some constant C: If this is
the case, then ½A; S ¼ s-limn-N ½An; S:
Proof. If uADðAÞ and vADðAÞ then ðu; ½An; SvÞ ¼ ðAnu; SvÞ  ðu; SAnvÞ; so we
have limðu; ½An; SvÞ ¼ ðAu; SvÞ  ðu; SAvÞ: If jj½An; SjjpC then we clearly
get SAC1ðAÞ and then ½A; Sv ¼ limðAnS  SAnÞv by the remarks made before
the statement of the proposition and the relation SDðAÞCDðAÞ (see Proposition
2.2). Reciprocally, we have An ¼ anIn  an; hence for an arbitrary S we have
½An; S ¼ an½In; S: Assume that SAC1ðAÞ: From Proposition 2.2 it follows now
easily that ½An; S ¼ In½A; SIn; hence jj½An; SjjpC2jj½A; Sjj; where C is as in
Deﬁnition 2.8. &
Corollary 2.10. If A is regular and SAC1ðAÞ is invertible then S1AC1ðAÞ and
½A; S1 ¼ S1½A; SS1:
2.3. C1ðAÞ class of unbounded operators
In this subsection we extend the C1ðAÞ property to unbounded operators, as in the
case when A is self-adjoint (see [4]).
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Deﬁnition 2.11. If S is a closed and densely deﬁned operator on H; then rðS; AÞ is
the set of zArðSÞ such that RðzÞ :¼ ðS  zÞ1 is of class C1ðAÞ:
Remarks 2.12. (1) rðS; AÞ is a union of connected components of rðSÞ (because (2.7) is
valid for an arbitrary closed S; so we can use the last argument of the proof of
Proposition 2.6).
(2) If A is regular then either rðS; AÞ ¼ | or rðS; AÞ ¼ rðSÞ (use (2.7) and
Corollary 2.10).
(3) rðS; AÞ ¼ rðS; AÞ (see Proposition 2.4).
Proposition 2.13. For all z; z0ArðS; AÞ one has
½A; RðzÞ ¼ ð1þ ðz  z0ÞRðzÞÞ½A; Rðz0Þð1þ ðz  z0ÞRðzÞÞ
¼ ðS  z0ÞRðzÞ½A; Rðz0ÞRðzÞðS  z0Þ:
Proof. We write RðzÞ  Rðz0Þ ¼ ðz  z0ÞRðzÞRðz0Þ which by Proposition 2.6 yields
½A; RðzÞ  ½A; Rðz0Þ ¼ ðz  z0Þð½A; RðzÞRðz0Þ þ RðzÞ½A; Rðz0ÞÞ;
or equivalently
½A; RðzÞð1 ðz  z0ÞRðz0ÞÞ ¼ ð1þ ðz  z0ÞRðzÞÞ½A; Rðz0Þ:
This gives the required relation, since
ð1 ðz  z0ÞRðz0ÞÞ ¼ Rðz0ÞRðzÞ1 ¼ ð1þ ðz  z0ÞRðzÞÞ1: &
Deﬁnition 2.14. Let S be a closed and densely deﬁned operator. We say that S is of
class C1ðAÞ if there is a sequence of complex numbers znArðS; AÞ with jznj-N and
such that the operators Jn :¼ znðzn  SÞ1 satisfy jjJnjjpC for some constant C: If S
is of class C1ðAÞ and rðS; AÞ ¼ rðSÞ then we say that S is of full class C1ðAÞ:
Remarks 2.15. (1) An operator S of class C1ðAÞ is regular.
(2) For bounded operators the two deﬁnitions of the class C1ðAÞ coincide (see
Proposition 2.6).
(3) SAC1ðAÞ if and only if SAC1ðAÞ (use Proposition 2.4).
(4) If S is of class C1ðAÞ and A is regular, then S is of full class C1ðAÞ:
Lemma 2.16. Let S be an operator of class C1ðAÞ and let Jn be as in Definition 2.14.
Equip DðAÞ-DðSÞ with the intersection topology, defined by the norm jjujj þ jjAujj þ
jjSujj: Then:
(i) The space D :¼ RðzÞDðAÞ is independent of zArðS; AÞ and is a core for S:
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(ii) If uADðAÞ-DðSÞ then JnuADðAÞ-DðSÞ and Jnu-u in DðAÞ-DðSÞ: In
particular, D is a dense subset of DðAÞ-DðSÞ:
Proof. Since RðzÞ :H-DðSÞ is a homeomorphism and DðAÞ is dense inH; we see
that D is dense in DðSÞ; i.e. D is a core for S: Next, for z1; z2ArðS; AÞ we have:
Rðz1ÞDðAÞ ¼ Rðz2Þð1þ ðz1  z2ÞRðz1ÞÞDðAÞCRðz2ÞDðAÞ;
by Proposition 2.2 applied to Rðz1Þ: This shows that D is independent of z
and completes the proof of (i). Note that DCDðAÞ-DðSÞ by Proposition 2.2.
Let us now prove (ii). Let now uADðAÞ-DðSÞ and set un ¼ JnuAD: Since
by Remark 2.15 (1) S is regular, we have un-u in DðSÞ and unADðAÞ: Next
Aðun  uÞ ¼ ðJn  1ÞAu þ ½A; Jnu: The ﬁrst term tends to 0 when n-N because
s-lim Jn ¼ 1: For the second term we use Proposition 2.13 and obtain
½A; Jnu ¼ ðS  z0ÞRðznÞ½A; Rðz0ÞJnðS  z0Þu:
Since s-lim Jn ¼ 1 and s-limðS  z0ÞRðznÞ ¼ 0; we get lim½A; Jnu ¼ 0; so
lim Aun ¼ Au: &
Remark 2.17. We stress that DðAÞ-DðSÞ is not, in general, a core for A (see,
however, Remark 2.35). For example, letH ¼ L2ðR; dxÞ and let A be the usual self-
adjoint realization of i1 d
dx
: Observe that if S is the operator of multiplication by a
real rational function (arbitrarily deﬁned at the poles of the function) then S is of full
class C1ðAÞ: Let S be the operator of multiplication by 1=x; so that S is of full class
C1ðAÞ: Then DðAÞ-DðSÞ is the set of functions f in the ﬁrst order Sobolev space
H1ðRÞ such that R
R
x2j f ðxÞj2 dxoN: By Hardy’s inequality this is just the set of
fAH1ðRÞ such that f ð0Þ ¼ 0; which is not dense in DðAÞ ¼H1ðRÞ:
We now characterize the C1ðAÞ property in terms of the commutator ½S; A:
Deﬁnition 2.18. Let A and S be two closed and densely deﬁned linear operators on
H: Then we deﬁne ½A; S as the sesquilinear form with domain ½DðAÞ-DðSÞ 

½DðAÞ-DðSÞ given by ðu; ½A; SvÞ :¼ ðAu; SvÞ  ðSu; AvÞ:
Proposition 2.19. Let S be an operator of class C1ðAÞ: Then DðAÞ-DðSÞ and
DðAÞ-DðSÞ are cores for S and S respectively and the form ½A; S has a unique
extension to a continuous sesquilinear form ½A; S on DðSÞ 
DðSÞ: One has:
½A; RðzÞ ¼ RðzÞ½A; SRðzÞ; zArðS; AÞ; ð2:8Þ
where on the right-hand side of (2.8) we consider ½A; S as a bounded operator
DðSÞ-DðSÞ:
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Proof. Let D ¼ RðzÞDðAÞ and D ¼ RðzÞDðAÞ: By Remark 2.15(3) and
Lemma 2.16, D and D are cores for S and S; DCDðAÞ-DðSÞ;
DCDðAÞ-DðSÞ; so DðAÞ-DðSÞ and DðAÞ-DðSÞ are cores for S and S:
Let now uAD; vAD; zArðS; AÞ: Note that %zArðS; AÞ by Remark 2.12(3). We have
u ¼ RðzÞu0; v ¼ RðzÞv0; for some u0ADðAÞ; v0ADðAÞ:
Then
ðu; ½A; SvÞ ¼ ðAu; SvÞ  ðSu; AvÞ
¼ ðAu; ðS  zÞvÞ  ððS  %zÞu; AvÞ
¼ ðAu; v0Þ  ðu0; AvÞ
¼ ðRðzÞu0; Av0Þ  ðAu0; RðzÞv0Þ
¼  ðu0; ½A; RðzÞv0Þ: ð2:9Þ
Since RðzÞAC1ðAÞ this yields
jðu; ½A; SvÞjpjj½A; RðzÞjj jjðS  zÞujj jjðS  zÞvjj: ð2:10Þ
Since, by Lemma 2.16, D and D are dense in DðAÞ-DðSÞ and DðAÞ-DðSÞ for
the intersection topology, (2.10) extends to uADðAÞ-DðSÞ and vADðAÞ-DðSÞ;
i.e. ½A; S is bounded for the topology of DðSÞ 
DðSÞ: Since DðAÞ-DðSÞ and
DðAÞ-DðSÞ are dense in DðSÞ and DðSÞ; ½A; S admits a unique extension to a
bounded sesquilinear form ½A; S on DðSÞ 
DðSÞ:
We can now rewrite (2.9) as
ðRðzÞu0; ½A; SRðzÞv0Þ ¼ ðu0; ½A; RðzÞv0Þ; u0ADðAÞ; v0ADðAÞ:
This identity extends to u0; v0AH and gives (2.8). &
Remark 2.20. The last assertion of Proposition 2.19 must be interpreted in the
following sense. Since S is closed and densely deﬁned, if we equip DðSÞ with the
graph topology then we get a continuous and dense embedding DðSÞCH: Then,
identifying the adjoint spaceH withH with the help of the Riesz lemma, we get a
dense continuous embedding HCDðSÞ: Then the operator S :DðSÞ-H has a
unique extension to a continuous operator S :H-DðSÞ; namely the adjoint of
S :DðSÞ-H: We similarly get a continuous extension RðzÞ : DðSÞ-H; which
is the ﬁrst operator on the right-hand side of (2.8).
The next result allows one to deduce that S is of class C1ðAÞ starting from
properties of the formal commutator ½A; S and some (necessary) supplementary
conditions. We deﬁne jjujjS ¼ ðjjujj2 þ jjSujj2Þ1=2 and jjujjS similarly.
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Proposition 2.21. Let A and S be closed densely defined operators and let zArðSÞ:
Assume that:
(i) there exists cX0 such that jðAu; SvÞ  ðSu; AvÞjpcjjujjS jjvjjS for all
uADðAÞ-DðSÞ and vADðAÞ-DðSÞ;
(ii) fuADðAÞ jRðzÞuADðAÞg is a core for A;
(iii) fuADðAÞ j RðzÞuADðAÞg is a core for A:
Then RðzÞAC1ðAÞ:
Proof. It is clear that we can assume z ¼ 0: Set R ¼ S1 and let uADðAÞ with
RuADðAÞ; vADðAÞ with RvADðAÞ: Then
ðu; ½A; RvÞ ¼ ðAu; RvÞ  ðRu; AvÞ ¼ ðu; ARvÞ  ðARu; vÞ
¼ ðSRu; ARvÞ  ðARu; SRvÞ ¼ ðRu; ½A; SRvÞ;
because RuADðAÞ-DðSÞ and RvADðAÞ-DðSÞ: By (i) we have:
jðu; ½A; RvÞjpcjjRujjS jjRvjjSpCjjujj jjvjj:
Since by (ii) and (iii) the space of ðu; vÞ for which this estimate holds is dense in
DðAÞ 
DðAÞ; we obtain that RAC1ðAÞ: &
2.4. C1ðAÞ class of self-adjoint operators
If S is a self-adjoint operator then S is of class C1ðAÞ if and only if rðS; AÞ
contains one of the half-planes fIz40g or fIzo0g; and S is of full class C1ðAÞ if
and only if rðS; AÞ ¼ rðSÞ: If S has a spectral gap or if A is regular then the two
conditions are equivalent. From Propositions 2.19 and 2.21 we get:
Proposition 2.22. Let S be a self-adjoint operator on H: Then S is of class C1ðAÞ if
and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) jðu; ½A; SvÞjpcjjujjSjjvjjS for some cX0 and all uADðAÞ-DðSÞ;
vADðAÞ-DðSÞ;
(ii) there exists zArðSÞ such that fuADðAÞ j RðzÞuADðAÞg is a core for A and
fuADðAÞ j Rð%zÞuADðAÞg is a core for A:
Note that ½A; S is a quadratic form on ½DðAÞ-DðSÞ 
 ½DðAÞ-DðSÞ: If S is of
class C1ðAÞ then DðAÞ-DðSÞ and DðAÞ-DðSÞ are cores for S and ½A; S has a
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unique extension to a continuous sesquilinear form ½A; S on DðSÞ 
DðSÞ:
One has:
½A; RðzÞ ¼ RðzÞ½A; SRðzÞ; zArðS; AÞ:
Observe also that rðS; AÞ ¼ rðS; AÞ (see Remark 2.12(3)). In particular S is
of class C1ðAÞ if and only if it is of class C1ðAÞ and in this case a simple
computation gives ½A; S ¼ ½A; S as forms on DðSÞ or as continuous operators
DðSÞ-DðSÞ:
Proposition 2.23. Let S be self-adjoint operator of full class C1ðAÞ: If j is a function of
class CN0 ðRÞ then jðSÞAC1ðAÞ:
Proof. The proof is based on a representation of ½A;jðSÞ in terms of ½A; RðzÞ with
the help of the Helffer–Sjo¨strand formula (see [18]) and it is quite easy and standard,
so we do not give details. We mention, however, the main estimate one needs,
namely jj½A; RðzÞjjpjj½A; RðiÞjjð1þ jz  ijjIzj1Þ2: This follows easily from
Proposition 2.13. &
Remark 2.24. The class of functions for j for which the assertion of the lemma
remains true can be considerably extended. For example, it sufﬁces that j be of
class C3 and such that jjðkÞðsÞjpcð1þ jsjÞk1e for 0pkp3 (this requires only
a small modiﬁcation of the proof given in [8, p. 43] for the case of self-adjoint A).
But we stress that jðSÞ could be not of class C1ðAÞ if j is a symbol of class
S0ðRÞ: For example, let S be the operator of multiplication by 1=x (arbitrarily
deﬁned at x ¼ 0) in L2ðR; dxÞ and let A ¼ i1 d
dx
: Then S is of class C1ðAÞ but
jðSÞ is not of class C1ðAÞ if j is a CN function equal to 0 for xp0 and to 1
for xX1:
Now assume that A is symmetric (closed and densely deﬁned) and SAC1ðAÞ: Then
½S; iA is a symmetric continuous sesquilinear form on DðSÞ equal to ½S; iA:
Indeed, these forms are continuous and equal on ½DðAÞ-DðSÞ 
 ½DðAÞ-DðSÞ;
which is dense in DðSÞ 
DðSÞ: In particular, there exists CX0 such that
7½S; iApCðS2 þ 1Þ as forms on DðSÞ: We set:
aðS; AÞ :¼ inffaARþ j (bARþ such that 7½S; iApaS2 þ bg:
The following theorem is an extension of [32, Lemma 2.6], cf. also [25, Lemma 2.6].
The main idea of the proof is due to Skibsted but the technical details are rather
different, so we give a complete proof.
Theorem 2.25. Let S be self-adjoint and A symmetric, closed and densely defined.
Assume that S is of full class C1ðAÞ; DðSÞ-DðAÞ is a core for A; DðSÞ-DðAÞ ¼
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DðSÞ-DðAÞ and aðS; AÞo2=3: Then ðS7iAÞ ¼ S8iA; where DðS7iAÞ ¼
DðSÞ-DðAÞ:
Proof. The operators S7iA are obviously densely deﬁned and S8iACðS7iAÞ; so
it sufﬁces to show the opposite inclusion. We shall prove DðX Þ ¼ DðSÞ-DðAÞ 
D; where X ¼ S þ iA:
For n real with 0ojnjp1 we set Jn ¼ ð1þ inSÞ1: Note that these are the operators
introduced in Deﬁnition 2.14 for the choice zn ¼ i=n; in particular Remark 2.15(1)
and Lemma 2.16(ii) are valid. Also Jn ¼ Jn and jjJnjjp1:
We shall ﬁrst prove that JnDðX ÞCD: If vADðX Þ then for uAD we have
JnuAD; so:
jðAu; JnvÞj ¼ jðJnAu; vÞj ¼ jð½Jn; Au þ AJnu; vÞj
p jj½Jn; Ajj jjujj jjvjj þ jððX  SÞJnu; vÞj
p ðjj½Jn; Ajj þ jjSJnjjÞjjujj jjvjj þ jðXJnu; vÞj
p ðjj½Jn; Ajj jjvjj þ jjSJnjj jjvjj þ jjX vjjÞjjujj:
Thus we have jðAu; JnvÞjpCjjujj for a constant C and all uAD: Since D is a core for
A; we get JnvADðAÞ: But JnvADðSÞ and DðSÞ-DðAÞ ¼ DðSÞ-DðAÞ ¼ D: This
ﬁnishes the proof of the relation JnDðX ÞCD:
Observe that inSJn Jn ¼ Jn Jn  Jn; so SJn JnDðX ÞCD: Thus if vADðX Þ:
jðXSJn Jnv; vÞjpjjSJn Jnvjj jjX vjjpjjSJnvjj jjX vjj: ð2:11Þ
Let L ¼ SJn Jn; then
RðXSJn Jnv; vÞ ¼ jjSJnvjj2 þ RðiALv; vÞ: ð2:12Þ
We shall compute the last term as follows. We know that s-lime-0 Je ¼ 1 in BðDÞ
(see Lemma 2.16(ii)). Since LvAD we get Lv ¼ lime-0 JeLv ¼ lime-0 Lve strongly in
DðAÞ; where ve ¼ JevAD: Now clearly
ðiALve; veÞ þ ðve; iALveÞ ¼ iðAve; LveÞ  iðLve; AveÞ ¼ iðve; ½A; LveÞ:
Taking the limit e-0 here we obtain 2RðiALv; vÞ ¼ iðv; ½A; LvÞ because ½A; L is a
bounded operator (L being a linear combination of resolvents of S). Then (2.12) can
be written as
RðXSJn Jnv; vÞ ¼ jjSJnvjj2 þ 12 ðv; ½iA; LvÞ:
Now from (2.11) we get
jjSJnvjj2  12 jðv; ½iA; LvÞjpjjSJnvjj jjX vjj: ð2:13Þ
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A straightforward computation based on the relation inL ¼ Jn Jn  Jn and involving
Propositions 2.6 and 2.19 gives
½iA; L ¼ Jn ½iA; SJn þ Jn ½iA; inSJnSJn  JnSJn½iA; inSJn:
Set Kn ¼ inSJn : We then have
ðv; ½iA; LvÞ ¼ ðvn; ½iA; SvnÞ þ ðvn; ½iA; SKnvnÞ þ ðKnvn; ½iA; SvnÞ:
But ½iA; S is a symmetric form on DðSÞ; hence
ðv; ½iA; LvÞ ¼ ðvn; ½iA; SvnÞ þ 2RðKnvn; ½iA; SvnÞ: ð2:14Þ
The assumption aðS; AÞo2=3 implies the existence of aA0; 2=3½ and bX0 such that
7½iA; SpaðS2 þ b2Þ: Then for all f ; gADðSÞ we shall have
jð f ; ½iA; SgÞjpajjðS2 þ b2Þ1=2f jjjjðS2 þ b2Þ1=2gjj:
Taking into account that jjKnjjp1; relation (2.14) gives
jðv; ½iA; LvÞjp3ajjðS2 þ b2Þ1=2vnjj2:
We insert this estimate into (2.13) and get
jjSvnjj2  3a
2
jjðS2 þ b2Þ1=2vnjj2pjjSvnjj jjX vjj;
which can be written as
1 3a
2
 
jjSvnjj2pjjSvnjj jjX vjj þ 3ab
2
2
jjvnjj2:
Since 3a=2o1 and jjvnjjpjjvjj this implies that jjSvnjjpC for a constant C: Letting
n-0 we obtain vADðSÞ for each vADðX Þ:
Finally, since jðXu; vÞjpjjujj jjX vjj; we get jðAu; vÞjpjjujjðjjX vjj þ jjSvjjÞ if uAD:
But D is a core for A; so vADðAÞ: Thus vADðSÞ-DðAÞ ¼ D: &
The following lemma will be used in [16] to check the hypotheses of Theorem 2.25
in a concrete situation.
Lemma 2.26. Let S and M be self-adjoint operators such that SAC1ðMÞ and
DðSÞ-DðMÞ is a core for M: Let R be a symmetric operator on DðSÞ and let us
denote by A the closure of the operator M þ R defined on DðSÞ-DðMÞ: Then A is
symmetric closed and densely defined, S is of full class C1ðAÞ; and:
DðSÞ-DðAÞ ¼ DðSÞ-DðAÞ ¼ DðSÞ-DðMÞ: ð2:15Þ
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Proof. Clearly A is symmetric, closed and densely deﬁned and DðSÞ-DðMÞ
is a core for A: Let us now check that DðSÞ-DðAÞ ¼ DðSÞ-DðAÞ ¼
DðSÞ-DðMÞ: Clearly DðSÞ-DðMÞCDðSÞ-DðAÞCDðSÞ-DðAÞ since A is
symmetric, so it sufﬁces to check that DðSÞ-DðAÞCDðMÞ: If uADðSÞ-DðAÞ;
we have jðAv; uÞjpCjjvjj for vADðAÞ: In particular, if vADðSÞ-DðMÞ this
yields:
jðMv; uÞjpCjjvjj þ jjRujj jjvjj: ð2:16Þ
But DðSÞ-DðMÞ is a core for M by hypothesis, hence (2.16) extends to all
vADðMÞ; which implies that uADðMÞ:
It remains to prove that S is of full class C1ðAÞ; i.e. that for each zArðSÞ
the operator T  ðS  zÞ1 is of class C1ðAÞ: We could use Lemma 2.3, but a
direct check of the conditions of Deﬁnition 2.1 is easy. We consider the
quadratic form ½A; T  on DðAÞ 
DðAÞ: Using that T leaves invariant
DðSÞ-DðMÞ; we have:
ðv; ½A; T uÞ ¼ ðv; ATuÞ  ðv; TAuÞ ¼ ðv; ðM þ RÞTuÞ  ðv; TðM þ RÞuÞ;
for vADðAÞ; uADðSÞ-DðMÞ: Now we note that since SAC1ðMÞ; we have
T :DðMÞ-DðMÞ and ½M; T ; a well deﬁned operator on DðMÞ; extends
to a bounded operator on H: Using also the fact that DðSÞCDðRÞ; we
obtain that
jðv; ½A; T uÞjpCjjvjj jjujj; vADðAÞ; uADðSÞ-DðMÞ:
Since DðSÞ-DðMÞ is a core for A; this proves that TAC1ðAÞ: &
2.5. Regularity with respect to C0-semigroups
In this subsection we study the C1ðAÞ class when A is the generator of a C0-
semigroup. We ﬁrst recall the deﬁnition of such a semigroup in a version convenient
in our context.
Deﬁnition 2.27. A map Rþ{t/WtABðHÞ is a C0-semigroup if:
(i) W0 ¼ 1; WtWs ¼ Wtþs; t; sX0;
(ii) w-limt-0þ Wt ¼ 1:
Then by Hille and Phillips [19, Theorem 10.6.5], the map Rþ{t/WtABðHÞ is
strongly continuous, hence we get the more usual version of the deﬁnition. For an
elementary introduction to the theory of C0-semigroups we refer to [30], here we
recall only some basic facts.
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We deﬁne the generator A of fWtg by the rule
DðAÞ :¼ uAH j lim
t-0þ
ðitÞ1ðWtu  uÞ ¼: Au exists
 
:
Thus we formally have Wt ¼ eitA; which is not the usual convention but is natural in
our context. Note that DðAÞ can also be characterized as
DðAÞ ¼ fuAH j there is a number C such that jjWtu  ujjpCt if 0ptp1g:
The generator A is closed and densely deﬁned. It is easy to see that there are
real numbers M;o such that jjWtjjpMeot: In particular, if z is a complex
number such that Izo o; then z belongs to the resolvent set of A and ðz  AÞ1 ¼
i
RN
0 Wte
itz dt; so jjðA  zÞ1jjpMjIz þ oj1: This clearly implies that A is
regular, so by Remark 2.15(4) the full C1ðAÞ class coincides with the C1ðAÞ
class.
The map Rþ{t/W t ABðHÞ is weakly continuous, hence deﬁnes a C0-semigroup.
It is easy to see that the generator of W t is A:
Before going on into more technical aspects of the theory let us point out a formal
relation, reminiscent to Duhamel’s formula, which will play an important role below:
if SABðHÞ then
½S; Wt ¼
Z t
0
d
ds
WtsSWs ds ¼
Z t
0
Wts½S; iAWs ds ð2:17Þ
for all tX0: This formal computation, and natural extensions, will be rigorously
justiﬁed when we shall use it.
Deﬁnition 2.28. Let fW1;tg; fW2;tg be two C0-semigroups on Hilbert spacesH1;H2
with generators A1; A2: We say that a bounded operator SABðH1;H2Þ is of class
C1ðA1; A2Þ if
jjW2;tS  SW1;tjjBðH1;H2ÞpCt; 0ptp1:
Proposition 2.29. S is of class C1ðA1; A2Þ if and only if the sesquilinear form 2½S; A1
on DðA2Þ 
DðA1Þ defined by ðu2; 2½S; A1u1Þ ¼ ðSu2; A1u1Þ  ðA2u2; Su1Þ is bounded
for the topology of H2 
H1: If we denote by 2½S; A01 the associated bounded operator
H1-H2 we have
2½S; A01 ¼ s- lim
t-0þ
ðitÞ1ðSW1;t  W2;tSÞ: ð2:18Þ
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Proof. Assume ﬁrst that the sesquilinear form 2½S; A1 is bounded for the topology of
H2 
H1 and let u1ADðA1Þ; u2ADðA2Þ: We have
ðu2; ðSW1;t  W2;tSÞu1Þ
¼
Z t
0
d
ds
ðW 2;tsu2; SW1;su1Þ ds
¼
Z t
0
ððiA2W 2;tsu2; SW1;su1Þ þ ðW 2;tsu2; SiA1W1;su1ÞÞ ds
¼
Z t
0
ðW 2;tsu2; 2½S; iA1W1;su1Þ ds
¼
Z t
0
ðW 2;tsu2; 2½S; iA1W1;su1Þ ds:
This gives
SW1;t  W2;tS ¼
Z t
0
W2;ts2½S; iA1W1;s ds; ð2:19Þ
as a strong integral, and hence:
jjSW1;t  W2;tSjjp jj2½S; A01jj
Z t
0
M1M2e
o2ðtsÞeo1s ds
pCjj2½S; A01jjt for 0ptp1:
This shows that S is of class C1ðA1; A2Þ: It follows also from (2.19) and the fact that
fW1;tg and fW2;tg are C0-semigroups that (2.18) holds.
It remains to prove the converse implication. Assume jjSW1;t  W2;tSjjpCt for
0ptp1: For u1ADðA1Þ and u2ADðA2Þ we have
ðu2; 2½S; iA1u1Þ ¼ ðu2; iSA1u1Þ þ ðiA2u2; Su1Þ ¼ lim
t-0þ
t1ðu2; SW1;t  W2;tSu1Þ:
Since jjSW1;t  W2;tSjjpCt we obtain jðu2; 2½S; A1u1ÞjpCjju2jj jju1jj: &
Remark 2.30. In particular, if H1 ¼H2 ¼H and W1;t ¼ W2;t ¼ Wt then
C1ðA1; A2Þ ¼ C1ðAÞ:
We give now a simple and natural characterization of the C1ðAÞ property when A
is the generator of a C0-semigroup. Note that this allows one to extend the notion to
arbitrary closed and densely deﬁned operators.
Proposition 2.31. Let S be a closed densely defined regular operator. Then S is
of class C1ðAÞ if and only if for each uADðSÞ; vADðSÞ there is coN such that
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jðSu; WtvÞ  ðu; WtSvÞjpct if 0ptp1: If this is the case, then limt-0þ t1
½ðSu; WtvÞ  ðu; WtSvÞ ¼ ðu; ½S; iAvÞ:
Proof. Let us show that S is of class C1ðAÞ under the conditions stated above. Let
zArðSÞ and let us set R ¼ ðS  zÞ1: If u0; v0AH then
u0; R;
1
t
Wt
 
v0
 
¼ Ru0; 1
t
WtðS  zÞRv0
 
 ðS  %zÞRu0; 1
t
WtRu
0
 
¼ Ru0; 1
t
WtSRv
0
 
 SRu0; 1
t
WtRv
0
 
:
But u ¼ Ru0ADðSÞ and v ¼ Rv0ADðSÞ; so the right-hand side is bounded by a
constant cðu0; v0Þ for 0otp1: The uniform boundedness principle (for sesquilinear
forms) implies sup0otp1jj½R; 1t WtjjoN: From Proposition 2.29 we get RAC1ðAÞ
and
ðu0; ½R; iAv0Þ ¼ lim
t-0
1
t
½ðRu0; WtSRv0Þ  ðSRu0; WtRu0Þ:
The last formula from the statement of the proposition follows now from
Proposition 2.19. The reciprocal assertion is proved in the same way. &
Let G;H be two Hilbert spaces with GCH continuously and densely. We identify
the adjoint space H with H by using the Riesz isomorphism. Then by taking
adjoints we get a scale of Hilbert spaces with dense and continuous embeddings
GCHCG:
Deﬁnition 2.32. Let G;H be as above and let fWtg be a C0-semigroup inH: We say
that G is b-stable (boundedly stable) under fWtg; or that fWtg b-preserves G; if
WtGCG for t40 and sup0oto1 jjWtujjGoN for all uAG:
Observe that from the closed graph theorem it follows that the restriction
W t :¼ WtjG belongs to BðGÞ:
Lemma 2.33. If fWtg b-preserves G; then fW t g is a C0-semigroup in G:
Proof. We must show limt-0 ðWtu; vÞ ¼ ðu; vÞ if uAG; vAG: Since sup0oto1
jjWtujjGoN it sufﬁces to prove this for v in the dense subspace H of G; and
then it is obvious. &
Note that if we only require that WtGCG for all t; then it is not difﬁcult to show
that t/W t ABðGÞ is strongly continuous on 0;N½ (use [19, Theorem 10.2.3]).
However, it is not clear whether this map is continuous at t ¼ 0:
In general we shall not distinguish fW t g from fWtg since it will be clear from the
context which of the semigroups is involved. If needed, we denote by AG the
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generator of fW t g: It is not difﬁcult to show that
DðAGÞ ¼ DðA;GÞ :¼ fuAG-DðAÞ j AuAGg;
AGu ¼ Au if uADðAGÞ:

ð2:20Þ
The space C1ðAG; AÞ will be denoted by C1ðA;G;HÞ:
It is easy to show that fWtg extends to a C0-semigroup in G (i.e. each Wt extends
to a continuous operator in G and these extensions form a C0-semigroup in G) if
and only if G is b-stable under fW t g: The extended semigroup is also denoted by
fWtg but its generator is sometimes denoted AG : It is easy to verify that A is the
closure of AG considered as acting inH and that AG is the closure of A considered
as acting in G: In particular DðAGÞ is dense in DðAÞ and DðAÞ is dense in DðAG Þ:
The space C1ðAG; AG Þ will be denoted by C1ðA;G;GÞ:
The next proposition is analogous to [15, Lemma 2].
Proposition 2.34. Let A be the generator of the C0-semigroup Wt and S a self-adjoint
operator on H: Then the following properties are equivalent:
(i) S is of class C1ðAÞ and ½S; A is bounded for the topology of H
DðSÞ;
(ii) fWtg b-preserves DðSÞ and S is of class C1ðA;DðSÞ;HÞ:
Proof. Let us ﬁrst prove that (i) implies (ii). Replacing Wt by Wte
ot; which
amounts to adding a constant to A and does not change ½A; S; we may assume that
jjWtjjpM for tX0: Let for n40:
Jn :¼ ð1þ inSÞ1; Sn :¼ SJn ¼ in11þ in1Jn:
Then SnAC1ðAÞ and by (2.19) for W1t ¼ W2t ¼ Wt; we obtain:
SnWtu  WtSnu ¼
Z t
0
Wts½Sn; iAWsu ds: ð2:21Þ
By Proposition 2.19, we have
½Sn; iA ¼ Jn½S; iAJn ¼ Jn½S; iAðS þ iÞ1ðS þ iÞJn
¼ JnTSn þ iJnTJn; ð2:22Þ
for T ¼ ½S; iAðS þ iÞ1ABðHÞ: This yields since jjJnjjp1:
jjSnWtujjp jjWtSnujj þ
Z t
0
MjjT jjðjjSnWsujj þ jjWsujjÞ ds
pMjjSnujj þ
Z t
0
MjjT jjðjjSnWsujj þ MjjujjÞ ds;
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uniformly in 0onp1: By Gronwall’s lemma, we obtain
jjSnWtujjpCjjSnujj þ Ctjjujj; 0ptp1; ð2:23Þ
uniformly in 0onp1: By Fatou’s lemma we deduce from (2.23) that WtuADðSÞ
if uADðSÞ and that sup0ptp1 jjSWtujjoN: It remains to prove that SAC1
ðA;DðSÞ;HÞ; i.e.
jjðWtS  SWtÞðS þ iÞ1jjBðHÞpCt; 0ptp1: ð2:24Þ
We ﬁrst note that it follows from (2.22) that jj½Sn; iAðS þ iÞ1jjpN for some
constant N independent of n: Now for uADðSÞ; we have since WtuADðSÞ:
jjðSWt  WtSÞujj ¼ lim
n-0
jjðSnWt  WtSnÞujj
p sup
0onp1
Z t
0
jjWts½Sn; iAWsujj ds
pMNt sup
0psp1
jjWsjjBðDðSÞÞjjujjDðSÞ;
which proves (2.24).
Let us now prove that (ii) implies (i). Assume that SAC1ðA;DðSÞ;HÞ: By
Deﬁnition 2.28 we have for zArðSÞ:
jjðWtS  SWtÞðS  zÞ1jjpCt; 0ptp1: ð2:25Þ
Now
ðS  zÞ1WtSðS  zÞ1  ðS  zÞ1SWtðS  zÞ1
¼ ðS  zÞ1Wtð1þ zðS  zÞ1Þ  ð1þ zðS  zÞ1ÞWtðS  zÞ1
¼ ðS  zÞ1Wt  WtðS  zÞ1;
hence by (2.25) we have
jjðS  zÞ1Wt  WtðS  zÞ1jjpCt; 0ptp1;
i.e. ðS  zÞ1AC1ðA;H;HÞ for all zArðSÞ and hence SAC1ðAÞ by Remark 2.30.
It remains to prove that ½S; AðS þ iÞ1ABðHÞ: Let AS be the generator of fWtg
as a C0-semigroup on DðSÞ: We recall that (see (2.20)):
DðASÞ ¼ fuADðAÞ-DðSÞ j AuADðSÞg; ASu ¼ Au for uADðASÞ:
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We ﬁrst claim that DðASÞ is dense in DðAÞ-DðSÞ for the intersection topology. In
fact let uADðAÞ-DðSÞ and set
Tnu :¼ n1
Z n
0
Wtu dt; n40:
Then TnuADðASÞ and Tnu-u in DðSÞ when n-0 since fWtg is a C0-semigroup on
DðSÞ: Moreover, since ½A; Tn ¼ 0; we have Tnu-u in DðAÞ when n-0:
By Proposition 2.29 we have
jðAv; SuÞ  ðv; SAuÞjpCjjðS þ iÞujj jjvjj; vADðAÞ; uADðASÞ:
If vADðAÞ-DðSÞ and uADðASÞ we get
jðv; ½A; SuÞjpCjjðS þ iÞujj jjvjj: ð2:26Þ
Since we have seen that DðASÞ is dense in DðAÞ-DðSÞ for the intersection
topology, we see that (2.26) extends to vADðAÞ-DðSÞ; uADðAÞ-DðSÞ; i.e. that
½S; AðS þ iÞ1ABðHÞ: This completes the proof of the lemma. &
Remark 2.35. This remark is relevant in the context of Theorem 2.25 and of
Hypothesis (M1) of Section 3.1. We saw that if S is of class C1ðAÞ then DðAÞ-DðSÞ
is a core of S but not of A in general (see Remark 2.17). However, if A is the
generator of a C0-semigroup Wt and if WtDðSÞCDðSÞ for all t40; then DðAÞ-DðSÞ
is a core of A. This is an immediate consequence of the following lemma due to
Nelson: ifKCDðAÞ is dense inH and WtKCK for all t40; thenK is a core of A
(see [9, Corollary 3.1.7]).
We end this section with some comments concerning the case when the operator A
is symmetric, closed and densely deﬁned. We recall that such an operator is a
generator of a C0-semigroup if and only if it has deﬁciency ðN; 0Þ for some cardinal
N and that fWtg is then a C0-semigroup of isometries. Assuming that this is the case,
let SABðHÞ and let us consider the following conditions: there is C40 such that
ð1Þ jjW t SWt  SjjpCt; ð2Þ jj½S; WtjjpCt;
ð3Þ jjWtSW t  SjjpCt; ð4Þ jj½S; W t jjpCt
for 0ptp1: Our deﬁnition of the class C1ðAÞ amounts to ask (2) to hold and (4) is
equivalent to SAC1ðAÞ: On the other hand, since W t Wt ¼ 1;
jjW t SWt  Sjj ¼ jjW t ðSWt  WtSÞjjpjjSWt  WtSjj
¼ jjðS  WtSW t ÞWtjjpjjWtSW t  Sjj
hence ð3Þ ) ð2Þ ) ð1Þ: Taking adjoints we also get ð3Þ ) ð4Þ ) ð1Þ: It is easy to ﬁnd
examples which show that these implications are strict if A is not self-adjoint.
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It is possible to describe (1) and (3) directly in terms of A and to obtain
characterizations similar to Deﬁnition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 in the case of
condition (2) (the corresponding facts in the case (4) follow from SAC1ðAÞ). For
this we use the rigorous quadratic form version of the formal relation
W t SWt  S ¼
Z t
0
d
ds
W s SWs ds ¼ i
Z t
0
W s ðAS  SAÞWs ds
and arguments similar to those of the proof of Proposition 2.29. Thus we see that (1)
is equivalent to the fact that the sesquilinear form ðAu; SvÞ  ðSu; AvÞ with domain
DðAÞ 
DðAÞ is continuous for the topology ofH
H: And this is easily seen to be
equivalent to: SDðAÞCDðAÞ and AS  SA :DðAÞ-H extends to a bounded
operator onH: Similarly we see that (3) is equivalent to the fact that the sesquilinear
form ðAu; SvÞ  ðSu; AvÞ with domain DðAÞ 
DðAÞ is continuous for
the topology of H
H; which in turn is equivalent to: SDðAÞCDðAÞ and
AS  SA :DðAÞ-H extends to a bounded operator on H:
A condition like (1) seems too weak for our purposes because an operator S
satisfying it does not leave the domain of A invariant. For example, if S is the
orthogonal projection on the subspace generated by a vector fAH; then (1) is
equivalent to fADðAÞ and (2) is equivalent to fADðAÞ; so if fADðAÞ\DðAÞ we
have (1) but SDðAÞgDðAÞ:
On the other hand, the most restrictive condition (3) has the interesting feature
that it is expressed in terms of the map S/WtSW

t which is a -morphism (not
unital if A is not self-adjoint) of the C-algebra BðHÞ; and this could be useful in an
algebraic setting.
3. Boundary values of resolvent families
3.1. Hypotheses
Let us ﬁrst introduce the abstract set of hypotheses under which we will study the
boundary values of the resolvent RðzÞ :¼ ðH  zÞ1; zArðHÞ; of a self-adjoint
operator H: We consider three operators H; H 0 and A such that H is self-adjoint, H 0
is symmetric closed and densely defined, and A is closed and densely defined. Note that
one of the conditions below says that H 0 is a realization of the formal commutator
½H; iA: We set D :¼ DðHÞ-DðH 0Þ (equipped with the intersection topology).
Our ﬁrst two assumptions are:
(M1) H is of full class C1ðH 0Þ; D is a core of H 0; and DðHÞ-DðH 0Þ ¼ D:
(M2) A bounded open set JCR is given and there are numbers a; b40
such that H 0X½a1JðHÞ  b1R\JðHÞ/HS as forms on D:
These are the most important hypotheses and the only ones used in the proof of our
main estimates (established in Section 3.4). Note that they do not explicitly involve
the operator A:
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There is a rather large freedom in the choice of the other assumptions, as we shall
see later on. We consider here a set of conditions convenient for later applications
(see [16]). We ﬁrst introduce some notations. Observe that the next condition (which
will be of independent interest later on) is a consequence of hypothesis (M2) (e.g. let
c ¼ b þ 1).
(M20) There is a number c40 such that H 0 þ c/HSX/HS as forms on D:
We consider a new norm on D; namely
jjujjG ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðu; ðH 0 þ c/HSÞu
p
Þ: ð3:1Þ
and we introduce the new space
G :¼ completion of ðD; jj  jjGÞ: ð3:2Þ
Observe that the topology on D associated to the norm (3.1) is independent of the
choice of c (two different c’s produce equivalent norms). Let G be the Friedrichs
extension of the positive operator H 0 þ c/HS on D: Then G is a self-adjoint
operator satisfying GX/HS and jjujjG ¼ jj
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
ujj: It follows that (3.1) is a closeable
norm, in particular G ¼ DðG1=2Þ is embedded in H:
We shall denote by jj  jjG the norm dual to jj  jjG: Thus for vAH
jjvjjG ¼ supfjðu; vÞjjuAD; jjujjGp1g ¼ jjG1=2vjj:
The completion of ðH; jj  jjG Þ is canonically identiﬁed with the adjoint space G:
Thus we get a scale of spaces
DCGCHCGCD ð3:3Þ
with dense and continuous embeddings.
We note that H and H 0 extend to continuous symmetric operators G-G (the
extensions will be denoted by the same symbols). Indeed, this is an immediate
consequence of the inequalities 7Hp/HSpG and bGp b/HSpH 0pG:
We can now state our last hypotheses.
(M3) A is the generator of a C0-semigroup fWtgtX0 in H:
(M4) For all uAD we have: limt-0þ 1t½ðHu; WtuÞ  ðu; WtHuÞ ¼ ðu; H 0uÞ:
(M5) There is H 00ABðG;GÞ such that limt-0 1t½ðH 0u; WtuÞ  ðu; WtH 0uÞ
exists and is equal to ðu; H 00uÞ for all uAD:
Remark 3.1. If G is b-stable under fWtg and fW t g then the conditions (M4) and
(M5) follow from: HAC1ðA;G;GÞ with ½H; iA ¼ H 0 and H 0AC1ðA;G;GÞ with
½H 0; iA ¼ H 00: So a stronger but more natural version of (M4)–(M5) is
HAC2ðA;G;GÞ and ½H; iA ¼ H 0: The notation C2ðA;G;GÞ has an obvious
meaning (in fact, all the classes of operators introduced in [4] for self-adjoint A have
analogues in our context).
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Remark 3.2. Our proofs extend trivially to the case when a multiple aA of A is the
generator of a C0-semigroup, where aAC; aa0 (then the operators H 0 and H 00 in the
second members of the relations from (M4) and (M5) should be replaced by aH 0 and
aH 00). In particular, the operator A from Theorem 3.5 can be maximal symmetric
with deﬁciency indices ðN; 0Þ or ð0; NÞ:
3.2. A general result
We can now state our ﬁrst version of the so-called ‘‘limiting absorption principle’’:
Theorem 3.3. Assume (M1)–(M5). For each compact ICJ there is a constant CI
such that
jðu; RðzÞuÞjpCIðjjujj2G þ jjAujj2G þ jjAujj2G Þ ð3:4Þ
for all uADðAÞ-DðAÞ and z ¼ lþ im; lAI ; ma0 real. Moreover, if z1 ¼ l1 þ im1
and z2 ¼ l2 þ im2 are two such numbers, and if m1 and m2 have the same sign, then
jðu; ðRðz1Þ  Rðz2ÞÞuÞjpCI jz1  z2j1=2ðjjujj2G þ jjAujj2G þ jjAujj2G Þ: ð3:5Þ
In particular, if uADðAÞ-DðAÞ then the limits limm-70ðu; Rðlþ imÞuÞ ¼:
ðu; Rðl7i0ÞuÞ exist uniformly in lAI and for all l1; l2AI we have:
jðu; ðRðl17i0Þ  Rðl27i0ÞÞuÞjpCI jl1  l2j1=2ðjjujj2G þ jjAujj2G þ jjAujj2G Þ:
3.3. Improved results in the symmetric case
The case when A is symmetric is especially interesting in applications. Then
the result of Theorem 3.3 can be substantially improved. To formulate these
improvements, we ﬁrst recall some terminology and results about inter-
polation spaces associated to C0-semigroups, whose proofs can be found in
[4, Ch. 2 and 3].
Let F be a Hilbert space and fUtgtX0 a C0-semigroup on F with generator A: We
set F0 :¼ F and denote by jj f jj0 the norm on F ; F1 :¼ DðAÞ equipped with the
graph norm jj f jj1 ¼ ðjj f jj2 þ jjAf jj2Þ1=2; and let F1 be the completion of F for
the norm
jj f jj1 :¼ inffðjj f0jj2 þ jj f1jj2Þ
1
2 j fiAFi; f ¼ f0 þ Af1g:
This deﬁnition is justiﬁed by the desire to make F1 is isometrically isomorphic to the
adjoint space the domain of A in F  equipped with the graph topology (see below or
[4, Remark 3.3.24] for an explicit computation).
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Then F1CF0CF1 and one deﬁnes the scale of Besov spaces Fs;p for 1oso1;
1pppþN by real interpolation: Fs;p ¼ ðF1; F1Þ1s
2
;p
: If sot then Ft;qCFs;p
continuously for all p; q and this embedding is dense if poN: If 1pppqpN then
Fs;pCFs;q continuously and if qoN then the embedding is dense. We recall that
fUt g is a C0-semigroup on F and we associate to it the spaces F71 and the Besov
scale Fs;p for 1oso1; 1pppþN: Then ðF71Þ ¼ F 81 and ðFs;pÞ ¼ F s;p0 if
1ppoN and ðp0Þ1 þ p1 ¼ 1 (see [4, Theorems 3.3.28 and 2.4.2]). Finally if we
denote by Fs;N the closure of F1 in Fs;N; then F

s;1 is canonically identiﬁed with the
dual of F s;N (see [4, Theorem 2.4.2]).
We shall now give a description of the spaces Fs;p for sa0 in terms of the
semigroup fUtg (we use [4, Proposition 2.7.3 and Theorem 3.3.23]). Note that fUtg
restricts to a C0-semigroup on F1 and extends to a C0-semigroup on F1; both still
denoted by fUtg (see [4, Proposition 3.3.8]). For 0oso1 and 1pppþN we set
jj f jjs;p :¼ jj f jj0 þ
R 1
0 jjtsðUt  1Þf jjp0
dt
t
 1
p
; poN;
jj f jj0 þ sup½0;1 jjtsðUt  1Þf jj0; p ¼ þN:
8><>:
Then Fs;p is the space of fAF such that jj f jjs;poN equipped with the norm jj f jjs;p:
Similarly we set:
jj f jjs;p :¼ jj f jj1 þ
R 1
0 jjts1ðUt  1Þf jjp1
dt
t
 1
p
; poN;
jj f jj1 þ sup½0;1 jjts1ðUt  1Þf jj1; p ¼ þN:
8><>:
Then Fs;p is the space of fAF1 such that jj f jjs;poN:
We will assume in this subsection that A is symmetric (hence maximal symmetric,
because it generates a C0-semigroup) and that G is b-stable under fW t g: Then fW t g
induces a C0-semigroup on G and fWtg induces a C0-semigroup on G: We denote
by DðA;GÞ  DðAG Þ the domain of the generator of the semigroup induced by
fWtg in G: Then the spaces G71 and G71 and the Besov scales Gs;p and Gs;p
(1oso1; 1pppþN) are deﬁned as explained above, taking F ¼ G and the
semigroup fUtg :¼ fW t g acting on G: With the notations introduced after
Deﬁnition 2.32 we have G1 ¼ DðA;GÞ and G1 ¼ DðA;GÞ:
It will be convenient to use the notation E :¼ G1=2;1: Then E ¼ G1=2;N:
For later use we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that A is symmetric and that G is b-stable under fW t g: Then
DðAÞ is dense in DðA;GÞ; in E and in E-H for the intersection topology.
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Proof. For lb1 the operator ðA þ ilÞ1 is equal to the restriction to H of ðAG þ
ilÞ1: Since H is dense in G; DðAÞ ¼ ðA þ ilÞ1H ¼ ðAG þ ilÞ1H is dense in
ðAG þ ilÞ1G ¼ DðA;GÞ: Since DðA;GÞ ¼ G1 is dense in E ¼ G1=2;1; DðAÞ is
dense in E:
Finally fWtg is a C0-semigroup on G and on DðA;GÞ hence on E by real
interpolation. Let Re ¼ e1
R e
0 Wt dt: Then Re :H-DðAÞ; and by semigroup theory
s-lime-0 Re ¼ 1 in H and in E; so that DðAÞ is also dense in E-H for the
intersection topology. &
Before stating our next results, we introduce two more notations:
J7 ¼ fl7im j lAJ; m40g; J7 ¼ fl7im j lAJ; mX0g: ð3:6Þ
Theorem 3.5. Assume, besides (M1)–(M5), that A is symmetric and that G is b-stable
under fW t g: Then:
(i) if ICJ is compact, there is a constant CI such that
jðu; RðzÞuÞjpCI jjujj2E ð3:7Þ
for all uAE-H and z ¼ lþ im; lAI ; ma0 real.
(ii) for each z ¼ lþ im with lAJ; ma0; the restriction of the sesquilinear form
ðu; vÞ/ðu; RðzÞvÞ to E-H extends to a continuous sesquilinear form on E and this
extension has the following property: for each f ; gAE the maps J7{z/ð f ; RðzÞgÞ are
holomorphic and extend to continuous maps on J7: In particular, the limits
limm-70 ð f ; Rðlþ imÞgÞ exist locally uniformly in lAJ:
The polarization identity applied to estimates like (3.4), (3.5), or (3.7) allows one
to express the limiting absorption principle in more standard terms. More precisely,
let Q be a sesquilinear form on a complex vector space V and let us set qðuÞ ¼
Qðu; uÞ: Then 4Qðu; vÞ ¼P eqðeu þ vÞ; where the sum is over eAC with e4 ¼ 1 and Q
is antilinear in the variable u: Now assume that jj  jjV is a norm on V such that
jqðuÞjpjjujj2V for all uAV : Writing Qðu; vÞ ¼ Qðtu; t1vÞ with t2 ¼ jjvjjV=jjujjV and
then using the polarization identity we get jQðu; vÞjp4jjujjV jjvjjV (one can replace 4
by 2 if jj  jjV is a quadratic norm). For example, (3.7) gives
jðu; RðzÞvÞjp4CI jjujjEjjvjjE
for u; vAE-H; which implies that RðzÞE-HCE and that the map
RðzÞ : E-H-E extends to a bounded operator E-E satisfying
jjRðzÞjjBðE;EÞp4CI : ð3:8Þ
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Corollary 3.6. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5 hold. Then, if z ¼ lþ im
with lAJ and ma0; RðzÞ induces a continuous operator RðzÞ :G1=2;1-G1=2;N: The
maps J7{z/RðzÞABðG1=2;1;G1=2;NÞ are holomorphic and extend to weak
continuous maps on J7: In particular, the limits Rðl7i0Þ :¼ limm-70 Rðlþ imÞ exist
in the weak topology of BðG1=2;1;G1=2;NÞ locally uniformly in lAJ and the boundary
values J{l/Rðl7i0ÞABðG1=2;1;G1=2;NÞ are weak continuous maps.
We mention that the space E  G1=2;N is not reﬂexive and one cannot replace in
Corollary 3.6 the weak topology by the weak topology even in the simplest
situations. More precisely, even if u is a quite nice vector, e.g. uADðAÞ; the vector
Rðl7i0Þu does not belong to the closure of G in G1=2;N and the map
l/Rðl7i0ÞuAG1=2;N is not weakly continuous, cf. [8]. But the situation improves
if the ‘‘small’’ space G1=2;N is replaced by larger ones. As an example, we give below
an optimal Ho¨lder continuity result which can be proved without much effort. We
note that the result remains true if so3=2; but is not so elementary. The methods of
[8] allow one to cover the case s ¼ 3=2; but then a new type of regularity is involved
(the boundary values are not locally Lipschitz, as one could expect, but only of
Zygmund class). One cannot take s43=2 because the order of regularity of H with
respect to A is too small; this restriction can, however, be removed.
For s41=2 we have continuous embeddings Gs;NCG

1=2;1 and G1=2;NCGs;1;
hence the operators RðzÞ and Rðl7i0Þ induce continuous maps Gs;N-Gs;1:
Theorem 3.7. If 1=2osp1 and if ICJ is a compact subset, then there is a number
CI ðsÞ such that
jjRðz1Þ  Rðz2ÞjjBðGs;N;Gs;1ÞpCI ðsÞjz1  z2j
s1=2 ð3:9Þ
for all complex numbers z1; z2 with real parts in I and Iz1  Iz240:
In particular,
jjRðl17i0Þ  Rðl27i0ÞjjBðGs;N;Gs;1ÞpCIðsÞjl1  l2j
s1=2 for l1; l2AI ;
so the maps J{l/Rðl7i0ÞABðGs;N;Gs;1Þ are locally Ho¨lder continuous of order
s  1=2: Moreover:
jjRðl7imÞ  Rðl7i0ÞjjBðGs;N;Gs;1ÞpCI ðsÞjmj
s1=2 for lAI and m40:
These results remain true for the more usual space Gs  Gs;2 and its adjoint Gs 
Gs;2 (these spaces can also be obtained by complex interpolation or as domains of
suitably deﬁned fractional powers of A). For example, GsCG

s;N and Gs;1CGs
continuously, hence the maps J{l/Rðl7i0ÞABðGs ;GsÞ are also locally Ho¨lder
continuous of order s  1=2:
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We give an explicit description of the space G in an important particular case.
Such a situation appears in [16], for example.
Proposition 3.8. Let H; M be self-adjoint operators and R a symmetric operator onH:
Assume that: (1) HAC1ðMÞ and ½H; iMDðHÞCH; (2) MX0; (3)DðHÞCDðRÞ: Let
H 0 be the closure of the operator M þ R defined on DðMÞ-DðRÞ: Then H 0 is
symmetric closed and densely defined and the conditions (M1), ðM20Þ are satisfied.
Moreover, we have
D ¼ DðHÞ-DðMÞ and G ¼ ðD;HÞ1=2;2 ¼ DðjHj1=2Þ-DðM1=2Þ: ð3:10Þ
Proof. From Proposition 2.34 and Remark 2.35 it follows that DðHÞ-DðMÞ
is a core for M: Thus we can check (M1) with the help of Lemma 2.26. This
also gives the ﬁrst relation in (3.10). The condition ðM20Þ is satisﬁed
because M þ RXRX C/HS for some number C: Now observe that we can
choose jj  jjG such that
jjujj2G ¼ ðu; ðM þ/HSÞuÞ ¼ jjM1=2ujj2 þ jj/HS1=2ujj2:
This implies that G is a closed subspace of K :¼ DðjHj1=2Þ-DðM1=2Þ: If
ðD;HÞ1=2;2 ¼K then D; hence G; is a dense subspace of K; so we get G ¼K:
So it remains to show that
ðDðHÞ-DðMÞ;HÞ1=2;2 ¼ ðDðHÞ;HÞ1=2;2-ðDðMÞ;HÞ1=2;2 ð3:11Þ
because the right-hand side is clearly equal to K: To get (3.11) we apply a non-
commutative interpolation theorem due to Grisvard, see [4, Proposition 2.7.4]. More
precisely, we take there E ¼ DðHÞ; G ¼ DðMÞ and Vt ¼ ð1þ itHÞ1 for 0ptp1:
From Proposition 2.2 we get VtGCG: Then Proposition 2.13 implies
½M; Vt ¼ Vt½itH; MVt ¼ Vt½iH; MV1ðtþ itHÞVt
hence jj½M; Vtjjpjj½iH; MV1jj and for uADðMÞ we have
jjMVtujjpjjMujj þ jj½M; VtujjpjjMujj þ jj½iH; MV1jj jjujj:
Thus we see that jjVtjjG-G is bounded by a constant independent of t: Hence we can
apply [4, Proposition 2.7.4] to ﬁnish the proof of the proposition. &
3.4. Main estimates
In this subsection we collect the more technical estimates which will be needed to
prove the limiting absorption principle. We use only the pair of operators H; H 0
satisfying (M1) and (M2).
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We introduce some new notations. For real ea0 we set
He ¼ H  ieH 0; with DðHeÞ ¼ D:
From Theorem 2.25 it follows that there is e040 such that He ¼ He if 0ojejpe0:
From now on e will always satisfy these inequalities (later on we shall require that e0
satisfy stronger conditions). In particular, note that He is closed and densely deﬁned.
From now on, if S is an operator on H; we denote S> :¼ 1 S:
Lemma 3.9. There is a number C40 such that
jej jjujj2G þ jmj jjujj2pCjIððHe  zÞu; uÞj þ Cjej jj1JðHÞ>/HS1=2ujj2
for all uAD; z ¼ lþ im; lAR and m; e real and having the same sign.
Proof. We assume m; e positive. Observe ﬁrst that H 0 þ ða þ bÞ1JðHÞ>/HS is
greater than a/HS and H 0; hence
ðu; ðH 0 þ ða þ bÞ1JðHÞ>/HSÞuÞX a
a þ c jjujj
2
G:
Then
IððHe  zÞu; uÞ ¼ ððeH 0 þ mÞu; uÞ
¼ eðu; ðH 0 þ ða þ bÞ1JðHÞ>/HSÞuÞ
 eða þ bÞjj1JðHÞ>/HS1=2ujj2 þ mjjujj2
X
ea
a þ c jjujj
2
G þ mjjujj2  eða þ bÞjj1JðHÞ>/HS1=2ujj2
which is the required estimate. &
From now on we ﬁx a compact set ICJ and a function jACN0 ðRÞ such that
0pjp1; jðsÞ ¼ 1 on a neighbourhood of I and supp jCJ: We set f ¼ jðHÞ and
f> ¼ 1 f: The complex number z will always be of the form z ¼ lþ im with lAI
and mAR: We assume 0ojejpe0 with e0 small enough and emX0; so e and m have the
same sign. We denote by C a generic constant independent of the numbers e; l; m and
of the vector uAD:
Lemma 3.10. One can choose e0 such that
jjf>/HSujjpCjjðHe  zÞujj þ Cjej jjujj
if 0ojejpe0 and uAD:
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Proof. A simple computation gives
jjðHe  zÞujj2 þ eðu; ½H; iH 0uÞ ¼ jjðH  lÞujj2 þ jjðeH 0 þ mÞujj2:
But 7½H; iH 0pC/HS2 by (M1), hence
jjðH  lÞujj2pjjðHe  zÞujj2 þ Cjej jj/HSujj2
or
ðu; ½ðH  lÞ2  Cjejð1þ H2ÞuÞpjjðHe  zÞujj2:
From Proposition 2.23 we get fAC1ðH 0Þ: In particular f>DCD; cf. Proposition
2.2, so that we can replace above u by f>u: Then
ðu; ððH  lÞ2  Cjejð1þ H2ÞÞf>2uÞpjjðHe  zÞf>ujj2:
We estimate the left-hand side from below by observing that one can choose e0
such that
ððs  lÞ2  Cjejð1þ s2ÞÞð1 jðsÞÞ2XC0ð1þ s2Þð1 jðsÞÞ2
for some constant C040 and all real s; if 0ojejpe0: For the right-hand side we use
jjðHe  zÞf>ujjpjjf>ðHe  zÞujj þ jej jj½H 0;fujjpjjðHe  zÞujj þ Cjej jjujj: &
The next proposition is the main technical result of this section.
Proposition 3.11. There are C; e040 such that for 0ojejpe0; lAI and m real with
meX0; the operator He  z :D-H is bijective and its inverse Re  ReðzÞ extends to a
continuous operator Re :G
-G satisfying for each fAG:
jej1=2jjRe f jjGpCjIð f ; Re f Þj1=2 þ Cjj f jjG : ð3:12Þ
Proof. By using 1JðHÞ>pf>2 in Lemma 3.10 we get
jj1JðHÞ>/HS1=2ujj2pjjujj jj1JðHÞ>/HSujjpCjjujj jjðHe  zÞujj þ Cjej jjujj2:
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Inserting this into the estimate of Lemma 3.9 and taking into account that
jjujjpjjujjG; we get for e0 small enough:
jej jjujj2G þ jmj jjujj2pCjIððHe  zÞu; uÞj þ Cjej jjujj jjðHe  zÞujj
pCð1þ jejÞjjujj jjðHe  zÞujj:
In particular, since jej þ jmj ¼ jeþ mj; we get jeþ mj jjujjpCð1þ jejÞjjðHe  zÞujj:
This implies that He  z :D-H is injective with closed range. But ðHe  zÞ ¼
He  %z by Theorem 2.25, so the adjoint operator ðHe  zÞ is also injective, hence
He  z :D-H is surjective. Thus the bijectivity assertion is proved and we also have
shown that there is C such that
jjRejjpCjeþ mj1: ð3:13Þ
From Lemma 3.10 we now obtain jjf>/HSRejjpC: Taking adjoints we get
jjRef>/HSjjpC; which is equivalent to
jjRef>vjjpCjj/HS1vjj; vAH: ð3:14Þ
We recall that G is the Friedrichs extension of H 0 þ c/HS on D: Then if vAH; we
know that Ref
>vADCDðGÞ and
jjGRef>vjjpjjH 0Ref>vjj þ cjj/HSRef>vjj:
We estimate the last term as follows:
jj/HSRef>vjjpjjf/HSRef>vjj þ jjf>/HSRef>vjjpCjjvjj: ð3:15Þ
To estimate the ﬁrst term, we write
jjH 0Ref>vjj ¼ jej1jjððHe  zÞ  ðH  zÞÞRef>vjj
p jej1ðjjf>vjj þ jjðH  zÞRef>vjjÞpCjej1jjvjj;
where (3.13) and (3.15) have been used. Hence we have
jjGRef>vjjpCjej1jjvjj; vAH: ð3:16Þ
A quadratic interpolation between (3.14) and (3.16) gives
jjG1=2Ref>vjjpCjej1=2jj/HS1=2vjj; vAH;
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and this is equivalent to jjG1=2Ref>/HS1=2jjpCjej1=2: In other words, the
operator Ref
>/HS1=2 belongs to BðH;GÞ with norm less than Cjej1=2: Taking
adjoints we see that f>/HS1=2ReABðG;HÞ with norm less than Cjej1=2: In
particular
jjf>/HS1=2Re f jjpCjej1=2jj f jjG ; fAH:
Finally, we use this estimate in Lemma 3.9 with u ¼ Re f ; fAH; and obtain:
jej jjRe f jj2G þ jmj jjRe f jj2pCjIð f ; Re f Þj þ Cjej jj1JðHÞ>/HS1=2Re f jj2
pCjIð f ; Re f Þj þ Cjj f jj2G ð3:17Þ
which implies (3.12). This estimate implies also that ReABðG;GÞ because if follows
from (3.17) that
jej jjRe f jj2Gp
jej
2
jjRe f jj2G þ
1
2jej C
2jj f jj2G þ Cjj f jj2G
hence jej jjRe f jj2GpC0ð1þ jej1Þjj f jj2G ; or
jjRejjBðG;GÞpCjej1: & ð3:18Þ
We shall discuss now some consequences of Proposition 3.11 which will be useful
in the last step of the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Lemma 3.12. Under the conditions of Proposition 3.11, we have:
(i) the operator ReðzÞ :G-G is the inverse of He  z :G-G;
(ii) for 0ojejoe0; the map z/ReðzÞABðG;GÞ is holomorphic in a neighbourhood
of Iþ;
(iii) s-lime-07 ReðzÞ ¼ ðH  zÞ1 in BðHÞ for 7Iz40:
Proof. We have ðHe  zÞReðzÞu ¼ u; uAH and ReðzÞðHe  zÞu ¼ u; uAD: Recall D
is dense in G and H is dense in G: Since He  zABðG;GÞ and ReðzÞABðG;GÞ
by Proposition 3.11, these identities extend to uAG and uAG respectively, which
proves (i).
Let us now prove (ii). We recall (see (3.18)) that jjReðzÞjjBðG;GÞpCjej1: Since
Reðz1Þ  Reðz2Þ ¼ ðz1  z2ÞReðz1ÞReðz2Þ; for z1; z2AIþ; we see that Iþ{z/ReðzÞ is
holomorphic with d
n
dzn
ReðzÞ ¼ n!ReðzÞnþ1: Hence the Taylor expansion of ReðzÞ at
z ¼ z0AIþ converges in jz  z0jojejC1; which shows that z/ReðzÞ extends as an
holomorphic function in a neighbourhood of Iþ:
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Finally it follows from (3.13) that for zAIþ; ReðzÞ is uniformly bounded in BðHÞ
for 0oeoe0: Next if vAD; RðzÞvAD because RðzÞAC1ðH 0Þ by hypothesis (M1), so
ðReðzÞ  RðzÞÞv ¼ ieReðzÞH 0RðzÞv-0 when e-0:
This proves (iii) since D is dense in H: &
3.5. Differential inequalities
Estimate (3.12) of Proposition 3.11 is only one of the ingredients needed for the
proof of the limiting absorption principle. The second one is the differential equation
d
de
ReðzÞ ¼ ½ReðzÞ; A  eReðzÞH 00ReðzÞ; ð3:19Þ
which we shall establish below in a general context. This will then be used for the
derivation of the fundamental differential inequality from which the limiting
absorption principle follows (this is (3.23) in the case of Theorems 3.3 and (3.32) in
that of Theorem 3.5). One can use this scheme in order to treat situations when A is
not a generator of a semigroup or when the semigroup generated by it (or its adjoint)
does not leave G invariant. Moreover, one can also consider situations when H 00 is
not a map G-G: We shall not describe these possible extensions of the theory
because the main ideas will be clear from the concrete situation treated below, which
sufﬁces for the applications we have in mind.
As before we assume that (M1) and (M2) hold and keep the convention used in
the previous subsection concerning the parameters e; l and m: In order to ﬁx the
ideas we shall, however, take e40 and m40: The constants C and e0 are as in
Proposition 3.11. Observe that by (3.13) the operator He is regular.
The crucial property on which the rest of the proof depends is isolated in the next
lemma. Let A be a closed densely deﬁned operator onH such that He is of full class
C1ðAÞ: Then, according to Proposition 2.19, DðAÞ-D and DðAÞ-D are dense
subspaces of D and the quadratic form ½He; iA with domain ½DðAÞ-D 

½DðAÞ-D extends to a continuous form ½He; iA on D: We identify this form with a
continuous operator ½He; iA : D-D and obtain
½ReðzÞ; iA ¼ ReðzÞ½He; iAReðzÞ: ð3:20Þ
Lemma 3.13. Assume that He is of full class C
1ðAÞ and that there exists H 00ABðD;DÞ
such that
½He; iAu ¼ H 0u  ieH 00u if uAD:
Then ½ReðzÞ; A ¼ ReðzÞðiH 0 þ eH 00ÞReðzÞ; the map e/ReðzÞABðHÞ is C1 in norm on
0; e0; and (3.19) is satisfied.
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Proof. We write Re0 ðzÞ  ReðzÞ ¼ ðe0  eÞiRe0 ðzÞH 0ReðzÞ: We know that ReðzÞ is
bounded from H to D which implies that 0; e0½{e-ReðzÞ is norm continuous and
then norm differentiable with
d
de
ReðzÞ ¼ iReðzÞH 0ReðzÞ: ð3:21Þ
Now we use (3.20) and the hypothesis of the lemma. &
Lemma 3.14. Assume that the conditions (M3) and (M4) are satisfied and that the limit
limt-0 t
1½ðH 0u; WtuÞ  ðu; WtH 0uÞ exists for all uAD: Then the conditions of Lemma
3.13 are satisfied.
Proof. By the uniform boundedness principle, there is H 00ABðD;DÞ such that for
each uAD one has limt-0 t1½ðH 0u; WtuÞ  ðu; WtH 0uÞ ¼ ðu; H 00uÞ: Let uADðAÞ;
vADðAÞ: Then iAu ¼ limt-0 t1ðW t  1Þu and iAv ¼ limt-0 t1ðWt  1Þv; hence
ðu; ½ReðzÞ; iAvÞ ¼ lim
t-0
ððReðzÞu; t1WtvÞ  ðt1W t u; ReðzÞvÞÞ
¼ lim
t-0
ððReðzÞu; t1WtHeReðzÞvÞ  ðHe Reu; t1WtRevÞÞ:
Since by Theorem 2.25 ReðzÞ ¼ Reð%zÞ; we have ReðzÞu; ReðzÞvAD and the last
limit equals
 ðReðzÞu; H 0ReðzÞvÞ þ ieðReðzÞu; H 00ReðzÞvÞ
¼ ðu; ReðzÞðH 0 þ ieH 00ÞReðzÞvÞ:
This shows that ReðzÞAC1ðAÞ for all zArðHeÞ and hence He is of full class
C1ðAÞ: &
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We omit the z-dependence to simplify notations. Let u be an
element of DðAÞ-DðAÞ and let us set Fe ¼ ðu; ReuÞ: From (3.19) we get
Fe
0 ¼ ðu; ½Re; AuÞ  eðReu; H 00ReuÞ
¼ ðReu; AuÞ  ðAu; ReuÞ  eðReu; H 00ReuÞ: ð3:22Þ
Then
jFe0jpjjReujjGjjAujjG þ jjAujjG jjReujjG þ ejjH 00jjBðG;GÞjjReujjGjjReujjG:
In the sequel, when we write an estimate containing the symbol LðÞ where L denotes
some linear operator, we mean that the estimate holds both for L and L: From
(3.12) (used for e and e) we get jjRðÞe ujjGpCe1=2ðjFej1=2 þ jjujjG Þ: Now we set
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½u ¼ jjujjG þ jjAujjG þ jjAujjG and obtain
jFe0jpCjFej þ Ce1=2½ujFej1=2 þ Ce1=2½u2pC0e1=2ð½u2 þ jFejÞ: ð3:23Þ
By Gronwall’s lemma we get for 0oepe0:
jðu; ReuÞjpC00jðu; Re0uÞj þ C00½u2pC½u2; ð3:24Þ
because Re0ABðG;GÞ: But s-lime-0 ReðzÞ ¼ RðzÞ in BðHÞ by Lemma 3.12.
Combined with (3.24), this gives estimate (3.4).
It is easy to deduce now from (3.23) that the limit ðu; Rðlþ i0ÞuÞ :¼
limmk0 ðu; Rðlþ imÞuÞ exists uniformly in lAI (see (3.36) below). We shall now
prove that z/ðu; RðzÞuÞ is Ho¨lder continuous of order 1=2; cf. (3.5). Let I0 be an
open real interval whose closure is included in the interior of I and U ¼
fz jRzAI0;Iz40g: Let us deﬁne fðz; eÞ ¼ ðu; ReðzÞuÞ for zAU and 0oeoe0: Our
purpose is to show that f satisﬁes the conditions of Lemma A.2. From (3.23) and
(3.24) we get
d
de
fðz; eÞ
  ¼ jFe0jpCe1=2½u2: ð3:25Þ
On the other hand, from (3.22) we get
d
de
d
dz
fðz; eÞ ¼ ðR2e u; AuÞ  ðAu; R2euÞ  eðR2e u; H 00ReuÞ  eðReu; H 00R2euÞ
hence
d
de
d
dz
fðz; eÞ
 p jjAujjG jjR2e ujjG þ jjAujjG jjR2eujjG
þ ejjH 00jjBðG;GÞðjjReujjGjjR2e ujjG þ jjReujjGjjR2eujjGÞ:
Now we use the estimate (3.18) and get
jjRðÞ2e ujjGpjjRðÞe jjBðG;GÞjjRðÞe ujjGpCe1jjRðÞe ujjG:
Thus
d
de
d
dz
fðz; eÞ
 pCe1½uðjjReujjG þ jjReujjGÞ þ CjjReujjGjjReujjG:
From (3.12) and (3.24) we have e1=2jjRðÞe ujjGpC½u which inserted above implies
d
de
d
dz
fðz; eÞ
 pCe3=2½u2: ð3:26Þ
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Finally, we also have the easy estimate d
dz
fðz; e0Þ
  ¼ jðu; Re0ðzÞ2uÞjpC½u2: Thus,
from (3.25) and (3.26) we see that the conditions of Lemma A.2 are satisﬁed with
s ¼ 1=2 and M ¼ C½u2: As a consequence, since fðz;þ0Þ ¼ ðu; RðzÞuÞ; we see that
jðu; Rðz1ÞuÞ  ðu; Rðz2ÞuÞjpC½u2jz1  z2j1=2
for some number C independent of u and z1; z2AU : Since I0 and I are arbitrary, this
completes the proof of the theorem. &
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let fAE and let us consider the vectors
fe ¼ 1e
Z e
0
Wt f dtADðA;GÞ: ð3:27Þ
Then Afe ¼ ðieÞ1ðWe  1Þf and the map e/feAG is C1 on 0;N½ with
fe
0 ¼ 1
e
We f  1e fe ¼
1
e
ðWe  1Þf þ 1e
Z 1
0
ð1 WesÞf ds:
Let us abbreviate lðeÞ ¼ jjAfejjG þ jj fe0jjG : Then
lðeÞp2
e
jjðWe  1Þf jjG þ
1
e
Z 1
0
jjðWes  1Þf jjG ds: ð3:28Þ
It follows by a change of variables and [4, Proposition 2.7.3] thatZ N
0
lðeÞ deﬃﬃ
e
p p8
3
Z N
0
jjðWe  1Þf jjG
de
e3=2
pCjj f jjE; ð3:29Þ
where C is a constant independent of f :
Observe now that for each uADðA;GÞ one has
d
de
ðu; ReuÞ ¼ ðReu; AuÞ  ðAu; ReuÞ  eðReu; H 00ReuÞ: ð3:30Þ
Indeed, if uADðAÞ then this follows from (3.22) and the symmetry of A: Now
arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.13 we see that e/ReABðG;GÞ is of class C1 on
0; e0½ and that (3.21) holds in BðG;GÞ: Thus the left-hand side in (3.30) is a
continuous function of uADðAÞ for the topology induced by G: The same is true for
the last term in (3.30), thanks to hypothesis (M5), while the two remaining terms are
continuous for the topology induced by DðA;GÞ; since Re : G-G: Since by
Lemma 3.4, DðAÞ is dense in DðA;GÞ; we get (3.30) for all uADðA;GÞ:
Now let us set Fe ¼ ð fe; Re feÞ: Then from (3.30) we get
Fe
0 ¼ ðRe fe; fe0 þ AfeÞ þ ð fe0  Afe; Re feÞ  eðRe fe; H 00Re feÞ; ð3:31Þ
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hence
jFe0jplðeÞðjjRe fejjG þ jjRe fejjGÞ þ ejjH 00jjBðG;GÞjjRe fejjGjjRe fejjG:
Our main estimate (3.12) (used for e and e) gives
jjRðÞe fejjGpCe1=2ðjFej1=2 þ jj fejjG Þ:
We obtain
jFe0jpCjFej þ ClðeÞe1=2jFej1=2 þ Cjj fejjG ðlðeÞe1=2 þ jj fejjG Þ:
But clearly jj fejjGpCjj f jjGpCjj f jjE: Thus
jFe0jpCjFej þ ClðeÞe1=2jFej1=2 þ Cjj f jjEðlðeÞe1=2 þ jj f jjEÞ: ð3:32Þ
We apply now the improved version of Gronwall’s lemma stated as Lemma A.1 with
cðeÞ ¼ C; bðeÞ ¼ ClðeÞe1=2 and aðeÞ ¼ Cjj f jjEðlðeÞe1=2 þ jj f jjEÞ: Taking into
account estimate (3.29) we see that there is a constant C independent of e; z and
fAE such that
jð fe; ReðzÞfeÞjpCjð fe0 ; Re0ðzÞfe0Þj þ Cjj f jj2E: ð3:33Þ
By (3.18) the right-hand side is less than Cjj f jj2E: Thus
jð fe; ReðzÞfeÞjpCjj f jj2E: ð3:34Þ
Assume for a moment that fAE-H: Recall that s-lime-0 ReðzÞ ¼ RðzÞ in BðHÞ by
Lemma 3.12. Clearly fe-f in H: Since Re is uniformly bounded in BðHÞ; we get
jð f ; RðzÞf ÞjpCjj f jj2E for fAE-H; lAI and m40: Using the polarization identity
(see the comment after Theorem 3.5) it follows that the sesquilinear form ð f ; RðzÞgÞ
on E-H uniquely extends to a continuous sesquilinear form on E; for which we
shall keep the same notation (recall that by Lemma 3.4 E-H is dense in E). This
completes the proof of (i).
Let us now give another description of ð f ; RðzÞgÞ for f ; gAE: From (3.32) and
(3.34) we see that there is a constant C such that
jFe0jpCjj f jjEðlðeÞe1=2 þ jj f jjEÞ ð3:35Þ
and, because of (3.29), the right-hand side is an integrable function of e on 0;N½:
Thus lime-0 Fe ¼: qð f Þ exists and qð f Þ deﬁnes via the polarization identity and
(3.33) a continuous sesquilinear form on E: Since this form coincides with ð f ; RðzÞgÞ
on E-H they are identical. Hence ð f ; RðzÞf Þ ¼ lime-0 Fe for all fAE:
It remains to prove (ii). We write for fAE
ð f ; RðzÞf Þ ¼ ð fe0 ; Re0ðzÞfe0Þ 
Z e0
0
Fe
0ðzÞ de: ð3:36Þ
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This holds for all z ¼ lþ im with lAI and m40; i.e. for zAIþ: We saw in
Lemma 3.12 that for 0oepe0 the map z/ReðzÞABðG;GÞ extends to a
holomorphic function on a neighbourhood of Iþ: Thus the ﬁrst term on the right-
hand side above extends to a holomorphic function of z on a neighbourhood of Iþ:
From (3.31) and since H 00ABðG;GÞ it follows that for each e40 the map z/Fe0ðzÞ
has the same property; note that its domain of holomorphy depends on e but
contains Iþ: Moreover, we have the bound (3.35). A standard application of the
dominated convergence theorem (or use [13, Theorem 13.8.6(iii)]) shows that the last
term in (3.36) is a holomorphic function of z on Iþ: So the map z/ð f ; RðzÞf Þ is
holomorphic on Iþ:
Finally, we show that for fAE; limm-0þ ð f ; Rðlþ imÞf Þ exists uniformly in lAI : It
sufﬁces to treat the integral term in (3.36). For each e40 the limit limm-0þ Fe0ðlþ
imÞ ¼: Fe0ðlþ i0Þ exists uniformly in lAI ; the function Fe0 being holomorphic on a
neighbourhood of Iþ: Let us set feðmÞ ¼ suplAI jFe0ðlþ imÞ  Fe0ðlþ i0Þj: Thus
feðmÞ-0 when m-0þ and, because of (3.35), we have feðmÞpyðeÞ for some
integrable function y: Hence
R e0
0 fe de-0 if m-0
þ; which is more than
required. &
Proof of Theorem 3.7. We shall proceed as in the proof of the corresponding
assertion of Theorem 3.3. Let U be as in that proof and let fðz; eÞ ¼ FeðzÞ ¼
ð fe; ReðzÞfeÞ for zAU and 0oeoe0: By (3.35), there is constant C such that
d
de
fðz; eÞ
 pCjj f jjEðlðeÞe1=2 þ jj f jjEÞ: ð3:37Þ
Then from (3.31) we get
d
de
d
dz
fðz; eÞ ¼ ðR2e fe; fe0 þ AfeÞ þ ð fe0  Afe; R2e feÞ
 eðR2e fe; H 00Re feÞ  eðRe fe; H 00R2e feÞ
hence
d
de
d
dz
fðz; eÞ
 p lðeÞðjjR2e fejjG þ jjR2e fejjGÞ
þ ejjH 00jjBðG;GÞðjjRe fejjGjjR2e fejjG þ jjRe fejjGjjR2e fejjGÞ:
But, according to (3.18), we have jjRðÞ2e fejjGpCe1jjRðÞe fejjG; so we have
d
de
d
dz
fðz; eÞ
 pClðeÞe1ðjjRe fejjG þ jjRe fejjGÞ þ CjjRe fejjGjjRe fejjG
for some new constant C: On the other hand, estimate (3.12) gives us
e1=2jjRðÞe fejjGpCjFej1=2 þ Cjj fejjGpC0jj f jjE:
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Inserting this into the preceding inequality we ﬁnally see that there is C such that
d
de
d
dz
fðz; eÞ
 pCe1jj f jjEðlðeÞe1=2 þ jj f jjEÞ: ð3:38Þ
Until now there was no assumption on f besides fAE: Now we choose 1=2osp1
and assume fAGs;N: As explained in Section 3.3, this is equivalent to fAG
 and
jj f jjGs;N :¼ jj f jjG þ sup
0oto1
jjtsðWt  1Þf jjGoN:
Then from (3.28) we obtain
lðeÞp3e1 sup
0otoe
jjðWt  1Þf jjGp3es1jj f jjGs;N :
We use this estimate in (3.37) and obtain
d
de
fðz; eÞ
 pCjj f jjEðes3=2jj f jjGs;N þ jj f jjEÞpC0es3=2jj f jj2Gs;N :
Similarly, from (3.38) we get
d
de
d
dz
fðz; eÞ
 pC0es5=2jj f jj2Gs;N :
Note also the trivial estimate j d
dz
fðz; e0Þj ¼ jð fe0 ; Re0ðzÞ2 fe0ÞjpCjj f jj2G : Thus we can
apply Lemma A.2 with s ¼ s  1=2 and M of the form Cjj f jj2Gs;N : We obtain
ð f ; Rðz1Þf Þ  ð f ; Rðz2Þf Þj jpCjj f jj2Gs;N jz1  z2j
s1=2
for some number C independent of f and z1; z2AU : From the polarization identity
(see the comment after Theorem 3.5) it follows now that
jðg; Rðz1Þf Þ  ðg; Rðz2Þf Þjp4CjjgjjGs;N jj f jjGs;N jz1  z2j
s1=2 ð3:39Þ
for all f ; gAGs;N: Notice that RðzÞfAG1=2;NCGs;1 for z ¼ z1; z2:
We recalled in the beginning of Section 3.3 that if G3s;N is the closure of G

1 ¼
DðA;GÞ in Gs;N; then the adjoint space of G3s;N is canonically identiﬁed with Gs;1:
Taking into account that the anti-duality between G and G is deﬁned with the help
of H; we obtain after taking in (3.39) the supremum with respect to gAG3s;N with
norm equal to one that
jjRðz1Þf  Rðz2Þf jjGs;1p4Cjj f jjGs;N jz1  z2j
s1=2:
This ﬁnishes the proof of the theorem. &
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4. The virial theorem
In this section we improve the standard version of the virial theorem [4,
Proposition 7.2.10] in two directions. First, we allow a general class of conjugate
operators A; thus extending [22, Proposition 9]. Then we consider the case when the
Hamiltonian H is not of class C1ðAÞ: we have in mind the framework of Section 3,
but we are forced to require that the commutator H 0 can be approximated by
operators with better properties.
This version of the virial theorem will be needed in [16] for application to massless
Nelson models. Let us also mention the recent paper [14], where another version of
the virial theorem has been shown (see also [24]). In our case the virial theorem for a
pair H; A and an eigenvector c of H is shown by approximating A by a sequence An
of operators such that HAC1ðAnÞ: The method used in [14] is different and consists
in approximating c by a sequence cn of vectors in DðHÞ-DðAÞ:
Proposition 4.1. Let H be a self-adjoint operator and A a regular operator (e.g. a
generator of a C0-semigroup) such that H is of class C
1ðAÞ: If u is an eigenvector of H;
then ðu; ½H; iAuÞ ¼ 0:
Proof. Assume Hu ¼ lu; let zArðH; AÞ ¼ rðHÞ (because A is regular), and let us set
m ¼ ðz  lÞ1: Then RðzÞu ¼ mu and RðzÞu ¼ %mu hence
ðu; ½A; HuÞ ¼ m2ðRðzÞu; ½A; HRðzÞuÞ ¼ ðu; ½A; RðzÞuÞ;
because of (2.8). Now we use Proposition 2.9:
ðu; ½A; RðzÞuÞ ¼ lim
n
ðu; ½An; RðzÞuÞ
¼ lim
n
½ðu; AnRðzÞuÞ  ðRðzÞu; AnuÞ
¼ lim
n
½ðu; AnmuÞ  ð %mu; AnuÞ ¼ 0: &
We mention one more result of a similar nature. If DðHÞCG then the next
proposition, although its proof is quite trivial, is an extension of the virial theorems
from [22,26]. The general case requires a supplementary condition on the eigenvector
u (which is fulﬁlled in our applications). The notations are chosen to ﬁt those of
Section 3, see Remark 3.1.
Proposition 4.2. Let H be a self-adjoint operator and A the generator of a C0-semi-
group fWtg in H: Let G be a Hilbert space with GCH continuously and densely,
identify GCHCG; and assume that G is b-stable under fWtg and fW t g: Finally,
assume that DðHÞ-G is dense in G and that the restriction of H to DðHÞ-G extends
to a continuous operator eHABðG;GÞ which is of class C1ðA;G;GÞ: If u is an
eigenvector of H such that uAG; then ðu; ½ eH; iAuÞ ¼ 0:
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Proof. Note ﬁrst that eH : G-G will be a symmetric operator. Then the result is an
immediate consequence of ½ eH; iA ¼ limt-0 1t ð eHWt  Wt eHÞ with the usual inter-
pretations of the two symbols Wt (the ﬁrst one acts in G the second one in G
). &
Proposition 4.1 covers the case when the commutator ½H; iA is dominated by H2:
The next result can be used in the context of Section 3.1, where H and ½H; iA are not
comparable, as it happens in [16].
In the sequel we adopt the following standard convention: if Q is a (symmetric)
bounded below quadratic form on a Hilbert space H with domain DðQÞ; then we
extend Q to H by setting QðuÞ :¼ þN if ueDðQÞ: We also mention the following
obvious fact: if Q is a bounded below closed quadratic form on a Hilbert spaceH1
and if H2 is a second Hilbert space continuously embedded in H1; then the
restriction of Q toH2; considered as a quadratic form onH2; is bounded below and
closed.
Let H and H 0 be operators as in Section 3.1 but satisfying only conditions (M1)
and the weakened version ðM20Þ of (M2). Then we can deﬁne G as in (3.1) and (3.2).
Observe that we have continuous and dense embeddings
DCGCDðjHj1=2ÞCHCDðjHj1=2ÞCGCD:
We saw in Section 3.1 that the restriction H 0jD; which is a continuous map D-H;
extends to a continuous symmetric map G-G that we shall still denote by H 0: This
notation does not lead to any ambiguity because D is a core of H 0 and is dense in G;
hence the map which associates to the initially deﬁned operator H 0 on H its
realization as element of BðG;GÞ is injective.
Now we consider the continuous quadratic form ðu; H 0uÞ on G associated to the
symmetric operator H 0ABðG;GÞ: We shall extend it to a quadratic form on
DðjHj1=2Þ by setting ðu; H 0uÞ ¼ þN if uADðjHj1=2Þ\G: Then ðu; H 0uÞ becomes a
bounded below closed densely defined quadratic form on the Hilbert space DðjHj1=2Þ
(indeed, the topology of the space DðjHj1=2Þ is deﬁned by the norm ðu;/HSuÞ1=2
and we may use condition ðM20Þ and the deﬁnition of G). Note that, by a remark
made before, the restriction of this quadratic form to DðHÞ will be a bounded below
closed form on DðHÞ with domain equal to G-DðHÞ; which is a dense subspace of
DðHÞ (because it containsD). The following result is now an immediate consequence
of Proposition 4.1.
Proposition 4.3. Assume that there is a sequence of regular operators An such that for
each n the operator H is of class C1ðAnÞ and ½H; iAn is a symmetric form on DðHÞ
and such that
lim
n-N
ðv; ½H; iAnvÞ ¼ ðv; H 0vÞ;
for all vADðHÞ; where in the l.h.s. we mean the limit in R,fþNg: Then, if u is an
eigenvector of H one has uAG and ðu; H 0uÞ ¼ 0:
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Remark. The preceding arguments show that the quadratic form ðu; H 0uÞ
with domain D on the Hilbert space DðHÞ is bounded from below, densely
deﬁned and closeable. The domain K of its closure ðu; ’HuÞ is included in the
domain G-DðHÞ of the form ðu; H 0uÞ deﬁned on DðHÞ as explained
above, but K could be strictly smaller then G-DðHÞ: Of course, the two
forms coincide on K; but we only have ðu; H 0uÞpðu ’HuÞ as quadratic forms
on DðHÞ:
5. Hamiltonians of class C2ðAÞ
In this section we ﬁx a maximal symmetric operator A on H. The semigroup of
isometries Wt ¼ eitA associated to it is deﬁned as in Section 1.1, so tX0 if A has
deﬁciency indices ðN; 0Þ and tp0 if A has deﬁciency indices ð0; NÞ: For
Hamiltonians H with a spectral gap, we shall deduce from Theorem 3.5 a result
which covers those from [22,26,27], as well as the results from [4] under the C2ðAÞ
assumption.
Let us say that a bounded operator S is of class C2ðAÞ if it is of class C1ðAÞ and
S0 :¼ ½S; iA is also of class C1ðAÞ; then we set S00 :¼ ½S0; iA: A self-adjoint operator
H is called of class C2ðAÞ if there is zArðHÞ such that RðzÞAC2ðAÞ: Note that this
property is independent of z: Indeed, assume that it holds for some z0 and let us set
R0 ¼ Rðz0Þ; R ¼ RðzÞ: Then RAC1ðAÞ by Remark 2.15(4). From Proposition 2.13
and with the notation a ¼ z  z0 we get R0 ¼ ð1þ aRÞR00ð1þ aRÞ; hence R0AC1ðAÞ
and
R00 ¼ 2að1þ aRÞR00ð1þ aRÞR00ð1þ aRÞ þ ð1þ aRÞR000ð1þ aRÞ: ð5:1Þ
Proposition 2.19 and the comment before Theorem 2.25 give us a continuous
symmetric operator H 0 :¼ ½H; iA : DðHÞ-DðHÞ such that R0 ¼ RH 0R: In
particular, the Mourre estimate makes sense in the usual form.
We denote by Hs;p the Besov spaces associated to the operator A: We stress
that the adjoint spaces Hs;p are similarly constructed, but involve the
operator A (see Section 3.3). The main result of this section is the next
theorem. We shall not explicitly mention the Ho¨lder continuity properties of
the boundary values, but it is clear from the proof how to deduce them from
Theorem 3.7.
Theorem 5.1. Let H be a self-adjoint operator of class C2ðAÞ and having a spectral
gap. Assume that JCR is a bounded open set and that there are a number a40 and a
compact operator K such that 1JðHÞH 01JðHÞXa1JðHÞ þ K : Then J contains at most
a finite number of eigenvalues of H and these eigenvalues are of finite multiplicity. The
limits limm-70 Rðlþ imÞ exist in the weak topology of BðH1=2;1;H1=2;1Þ locally
uniformly in lAJ\spðHÞ:
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Proof. The assertion concerning the eigenvalues follows by an easy and standard
argument from the virial theorem (Proposition 4.1). For the rest of the proof we may
assume that 0eJ-sðHÞ and we denote S ¼ H1ABðHÞ: Let I be a compact
subset of J which does not contain eigenvalues of H: Then z/z ¼ z1 is a
holomorphic map of the open upper half plane Cþ onto itself which extends to a
homeomorphism of Cþ,I onto Cþ,L; where the compact real set L is the image of
I : For zACþ we have RðzÞ ¼ zðS  zÞ1S and SABðH1=2;1Þ (this follows by real
interpolation from SAC1ðAÞ and Proposition 2.2). Hence it sufﬁces to prove that for
each uAH1=2;1 the map Cþ{z/ðu; ðS  zÞ1uÞ extends to a weak continuous
function on Cþ,L: Since SAC2ðAÞ; from Theorem 3.5 it follows that it sufﬁces to
prove that S satisﬁes a strict Mourre estimate on small subsets of L: As we explained
before relation (5.1), we have S0 ¼ SH 0S and clearly 1LðSÞ ¼ 1I ðHÞ; hence
1LðSÞS01LðSÞXa1LðSÞS2 þ SKSXab1LðSÞ þ SKS;
where b ¼ minxAL x240: Let coab: Since S has no eigenvalues in L and SKS is
compact, for MCL small we clearly get 1MðSÞS01MðSÞXc1MðSÞ: &
One point remains to be discussed: how should one check the C2 property of H?
The problem arises because in general the resolvent of an operator is not a simple
object. Proposition 2.31 allows one to check rather easily the C1 property: indeed, it
sufﬁces to show that for each uADðHÞ there is a number Cu such that
jðHu; WtuÞ  ðu; WtHuÞjpCujtj if 0pjtjp1: ð5:2Þ
We do not have such a simple criterion for the C2 property. One can show that a
bounded operator S is of class C2ðAÞ if and only if there is a number C such that
jj½½S; Wt; Wtjj  jjSW2t  2WtSWt þ W2tSjjpCt2 if 0pjtjp1: ð5:3Þ
However, if S ¼ RðzÞ it is not possible to eliminate the resolvent completely from
this relation. Instead, we have the following criterion. The space G that we introduce
below could be the form domain G ¼ DðjHj1=2Þ of H; but this choice is not always
convenient (cf. [4, p. 316]).
Proposition 5.2. Let H be a self-adjoint operator of class C1ðAÞ: Assume that G is a
Hilbert space with DðHÞCGCH continuously and densely and such that G is b-stable
under fWtg and fW t g: We identify DðHÞCGCHCGCDðHÞ and assume that
ðH  iÞ1GCG and H 0DðHÞCG: Then H is of class C2ðAÞ if and only if for each
uADðHÞ there is a number Cu such that
jðH 0u; WtuÞ  ðu; WtH 0uÞjpCujtj if 0pjtjp1: ð5:4Þ
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Proof. Below we abbreviate DðHÞ ¼ D: Note ﬁrst that, by the closed graph theorem
and our hypotheses, the operator H 0ABðD;DÞ belongs in fact to BðD;GÞ:
By symmetry we also get H 0ABðG;DÞ: Then observe that fWtg extends to a
C0-semigroup in G
 (cf. the comments after Lemma 2.33). Thus for uAD the term
ðH 0u; WtuÞ ¼ ðu; H 0WtuÞ is well deﬁned because H 0uAG and WtuAG; and
ðu; WtH 0uÞ is well deﬁned because WtH 0uAG: Moreover, by the uniform
boundedness principle, relation (5.4) is equivalent to jjH 0Wt  WtH 0jjBðD;DÞpCjtj:
Let R ¼ ði HÞ1: Then R is of class C1ðAÞ and R0 ¼ RH 0R: We have to show
that R0 is of class C1ðAÞ: By Remark 2.30 it sufﬁces to prove jj½R0; WtjjpCjtj for
some constant C: Taking into account the preceding explanations one can check that
the following formally obvious relation is indeed true (the two operators ½R; Wt in
the right-hand side act in different spaces):
½R0; Wt ¼ ½R; WtH 0R þ R½H 0; WtR þ RH 0½R; Wt: ð5:5Þ
Thus there is a number C such that
jj½R0; WtjjpCjj½R; WtjjBðG;HÞ þ Cjj½H 0; WtjjBðD;DÞ þ Cjj½R; WtjjBðH;GÞ:
We shall prove that jj½R; WtjjBðH;GÞpCjtj; the ﬁrst term in the right-hand side above
is similarly estimated and this ﬁnishes the proof. Since RAC1ðAÞ we have ½R; Wt ¼R t
0
WtsR0Ws ds as a strong integral in BðHÞ; cf. (2.17) and (2.19). But clearly R0 ¼
RH 0RABðH;GÞ so the integrand is a strongly continuous BðH;GÞ valued function.
This gives the required estimate. &
To see the relation with the results from [22,26,27] we use their notations H2 ¼
DðHÞ; H1 ¼ DðjHj1=2Þ andH2 ¼ ðH2Þ; H1 ¼ ðH1Þ: This gives us the scale of
Hilbert spaces:
H2CH1CHCH1CH2: ð5:6Þ
We choose G ¼H1 in Proposition 5.2 and we assume that H2 is b-stable under
fWtg and fW t g: By interpolation it follows that H1 has the same property. With
notations introduced in Section 2.5 we see that if HAC2ðA;H2;H2Þ and
H 0H2CH1 then HAC2ðAÞ and we can apply Theorem 5.1. Thus we obtain an
extension of the results of [27] (here A is assumed maximal symmetric, not
necessarily self-adjoint, and there are some supplementary hypotheses in [27]). In
particular, we also cover those from [22,26] when H has a spectral gap.
The preceding result is quite efﬁcient when the domainH2 of H is known, e.g. if
H ¼ H0 þ V and one can use the Kato–Rellich theorem (the operator H0 being easy
to control). A second possibility one may consider is that when the preceding sum
exists in the sense of forms, so only the form domainH1 is explicitly known. In this
case it sufﬁces to require b-stability of H1 under fWtg and fW t g; which is weaker
than the stability of H2; but then one needs HAC2ðA;H1;H1Þ; an assumption
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stronger than HAC2ðA;H2;H2Þ: From Proposition 5.2 it follows that Theorem
5.1 covers this situation too, in fact it is obvious that it implies [4, Theorem 7.5.4] (for
H with spectral gap and with C2 type conditions). One can also replace in Theorem
5.1 the space H1=2;1 by H
1
1=2;1: This follows easily from [4, Proposition 7.4.4].
We stress, however, that in Theorem 5.1 there is no assumption concerning the
stability of H1 or H2 under the semigroups and this is useful when there is not
enough information concerning these spaces (see, e.g. [3,11]). Proposition 5.2
describes just one method of checking the C2ðAÞ property, in some concrete
situations other methods could be more efﬁcient.
One ﬁnal comment on the regularity condition we imposed on H in Theorem 5.1.
One can replace the assumption HAC2ðAÞ by HAC1;1ðAÞ; which meansR 1
0
jj½½RðzÞ; Wt; Wtjj dtt2oN for some (hence for all) zArðHÞ (compare with (5.3)).
The resulting theorem extends all the results from [4, Sec. 7.4] to the case when A is
only maximal symmetric. We do not give details because this extension is of no
interest for [16].
Appendix A
A.1. We state here two results needed in Section 3.5. The ﬁrst one is an improved
version of the Gronwall’s lemma; the proof can be found in [4, Appendix 7.A]:
Lemma A.1. Let 0; e0{e/FeAC be a C1 function such that
jF 0ejpaðeÞ þ bðeÞjFej1=2 þ cðeÞjFej
for some locally integrable functions a; b and c: Then for all epe0 one has:
jFejp jFe0 j þ
Z e0
e
aðtÞ dt
 1=2
þ1
2
Z e0
e
bðtÞeyðtÞ=2 dt
" #2
eyðeÞ;
where yðeÞ ¼ R e0e cðsÞ ds:
We also need the following elementary fact.
Lemma A.2. Let UCC be an open convex set, e0 a number in 0; 1; and f :
U
0; e0½-C a function such that for each e the map z/fðz; eÞ is holomorphic and
for each z the maps e/fðz; eÞ and e/ d
dz
fðz; eÞ are of class C1: Assume that there
are numbers 0oso1 and M40 such that for all ðz; eÞAU
0; e0½ the following
inequalities hold:
d
de
fðz; eÞ
 þ e dde ddz fðz; eÞ
 pMes1; lim infe-e0 ddz fðz; eÞ
 pM: ðA:1Þ
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Then the limit lime-0 fðz; eÞ ¼: fðz;þ0Þ exists uniformly in zAU and satisfies
jfðz1;þ0Þ  fðz2;þ0Þjp 2Msð1 sÞjz1  z2j
s ðA:2Þ
for all z1; z2AU such that jz1  z2jpe0:
Proof. Writing for eoe1oe0
d
dz
fðz; eÞ ¼ d
dz
fðz; e1Þ 
Z e1
e
d
dt
d
dz
fðz; tÞ dt
and taking e1-e0 along a convenient sequence after the obvious estimate, we get
d
dz
fðz; eÞ
 pM þ M Z e0
e
ts2 dtp 2M
1 s e
s1: ðA:3Þ
Now we have fðz;þ0Þ ¼ fðz; eÞ  R e0 ddt fðz; tÞ dt hence
jfðz1;þ0Þ  fðz2;þ0Þjpjfðz1; eÞ  fðz2; eÞj þ 2 sup
k¼1;2
Z e
0
d
dt
fðzk; tÞ
  dt: ðA:4Þ
The ﬁrst term on the right-hand side is less than jz1  z2jes12M=ð1 sÞ by (A.3).
The last term is less than 2Mes=s because of (A.1). It sufﬁces now to take
e ¼ jz1  z2j: &
A.2. We prove now Proposition 1.2. In all this proof we keep the notations and
refer to the relations from the Introduction. We take H ¼ oðPÞ and H 0 ¼
jo0ðPÞj2/o0ðPÞS1 in Theorem 1.1. Thus H and H 0 are commuting self-adjoint
operators and H 0X0: Clearly D ¼K1 and G ¼K1=2: Then J will be a bounded
open set containing L with closure disjoint from tðoÞ: By the comments after the
deﬁnition of the threshold set we see that there is m40 such that jo0ðkÞjXm if
oðkÞAJ: Thus H 0XH 01JðHÞXm2/mS11JðHÞ and conditions (M1) and (M2) are
satisﬁed.
We deﬁne A such that formally A ¼ 1
2
ðFðPÞQ þ QFðPÞÞ; where F : Rn-Rn is the
vector ﬁeld FðkÞ ¼ o0ðkÞ/o0ðkÞS1: In order to have a rigorous deﬁnition and to
show that A is essentially self-adjoint on CN0 ðRnÞ it sufﬁces to note that F is a
Lipschitz vector ﬁeld and to use [4, Proposition 7.6.3(a)]. However, we stress that the
proof in [4] of the quoted proposition is wrong (it works if div F is of class C1 for
example). A correct proof when FAC1 is given in the next subsection in a more
general context; observe that the proof, modulo some measure theoretic
technicalities, extends to locally Lipschitz F : This also proves that Wt ¼ eitA leaves
invariant the set FC0ðRnÞ of Fourier transforms of continuous functions with
compact support. Let us show that Wt leaves invariant K
s for each s and t (in
particular condition ðM30Þ is fulﬁlled). By interpolation and duality it sufﬁces to
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consider the case s ¼ 1: We have, with natural notations:
½eoðPÞ; iA ¼ FðPÞeo0ðPÞ ¼ o0ðPÞo00ðPÞFðPÞ þ oðPÞFðPÞo0ðPÞeoðPÞ
as operators on FC0ðRnÞ: Thus ½eoðPÞ; iA is bounded with respect to eoðPÞ and we
can apply Proposition 2.34.
Now it is easy to check that condition (M4) is fulﬁlled and that H 00 as an operator
on K1 is given by: H 00 ¼ ð2þ jo0ðPÞj2Þð1þ jo0ðPÞj2Þ1=2ðFo00FÞðPÞ: Hence H 00 is a
bounded operator and thus condition (M5) is satisﬁed. We see that all the
hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are fulﬁlled so RðzÞABðG1=2;1;G1=2;NÞ with norm
bounded by a constant independent of z: We recall that G1=2;1 is obtained by
interpolating between G ¼K1=2 and G1; which is the completion of DðAÞ under
the norm jjujjG þ jjAujjG : But A ¼ FðPÞQ  i2 ðdiv FÞðPÞ and F and div F are
bounded, hence the preceding norm is dominated by
P
j jjQjujjG þ jjujjG on
FC0ðRnÞ: Thus we getK1=21 CG1 and then, by interpolation,K1=21=2;1CG1=2;1: Then
taking adjoints we have G1=2;NCK
þ1=2
1=2;N: Thus the estimate (1.6) holds if s ¼
1=2: Now we prove it for an arbitrary s: For this we set t ¼ 1=2þ s and we
observe that eotðPÞ is a unitary mapKs-K1=2: Since jreotjpCeot we then see thateotðPÞ is an isomorphism ofKs1 ontoK1=21 : Duality and interpolation give us thateotðPÞ : Ks1=2;1-K1=21=2;1: Exactly in the same way we see that eotðPÞ :
Ksþ11=2;N-K
1=2
1=2;N is an isomorphism. To ﬁnish the proof of Proposition 1.2 it
sufﬁces to replace u by eotðPÞu in (1.6).
A.3. We prove here Lemma 1.3 and more general facts. Recall that FðkÞ ¼ o0ðkÞjo0ðkÞj
deﬁnes a vector ﬁeld F : O-Rn of class C1: For each kAO consider the differential
equation
d
dt
pðtÞ ¼ FðpðtÞÞ with pð0Þ ¼ k: ðA:5Þ
Since F is of class C1 on O; a unique solution exists for t in a neighbourhood of 0.
We have
d
dt
oðpðtÞÞ ¼ o0ðpðtÞÞ d
dt
pðtÞ ¼ jo0ðpðtÞÞj40
on the interval of existence of the solution. Thus the function t/oðpðtÞÞ is strictly
increasing, in particular for t40 we have oðpðtÞÞ4oðpð0ÞÞ ¼ oðkÞ40: On the other
hand, jFðkÞj ¼ 1 so the local solution satisﬁes jpðtÞjpjkj þ j R t0 FðpðsÞÞ dsjpjkj þ jtj:
By Hartman [17, Theorem 3.1] the maximal interval of existence of the local solution
is of the form tðkÞ;N½ with tðkÞo0:
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In the rest of the proof we shall not use the explicit form of F : The only fact which
matters is that the solution of (A.5) is deﬁned on such an interval. This is useful, for
example, in the proof of Proposition 1.2, where we are in the situation O ¼ Rn and F
of class C1 and bounded; then the solution of (A.5) exists on R:
Lemma A.3. Let OCRn be an open set with complement of measure zero and let
F : O-Rn be of class C1 and such that for each kAO the equation (A.5) has a solution
t/pðtÞAO defined for all tX0: Then the closure in L2ðRnÞ of the operator
 1
2
ðFðQÞP þ PFðQÞÞjCN0 ðOÞ is a maximal symmetric densely defined operator with
deficiency indices of the form ðN; 0Þ:
Proof. Let t/ptðkÞ be the solution of (A.5) with maximal domain tðkÞ;N½ with
tðkÞo0: For each real t we denote Ot the open set of kAO such that tðkÞot: In other
words, Ot is the domain of the map pt: Then OsCOt if spt and Ot ¼ O if tX0: For
tX0 we have Ot ¼ ptðOÞ and pt is a diffeomorphism of class C1 of O onto Ot with
inverse pt:
Let us denote f ¼ div F : Then for each real t and kAOt we have
atðkÞ :¼ detrptðkÞ ¼ exp
Z t
0
f ðpsðkÞÞ ds
 
40: ðA:6Þ
Note that at is a continuous function and, by the inverse function theorem,
atðptðkÞÞatðkÞ ¼ 1 if kAOt: We deﬁne for tX0
bWtu :¼ wOt ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃatp u3pt ¼ wOtðat3ptÞ1=2u3pt: ðA:7Þ
A change of variables shows that bWt is an isometry in L2ðOÞ ¼ L2ðRnÞ with range
equal to L2ðOtÞ; and bW t u ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃatp u3pt: Clearly f bWtgtX0 is C0-semigroup of
isometries in L2ðRnÞ:
Let us compute the generator of this semigroup. Let uAC10ðOÞ and tX0: ThenbWtuAC0ðOtÞ and if kAOt we have bWtuðkÞ ¼ atðkÞ1=2uðptðkÞÞ:
From (A.6) and (A.5) we get
 d
dt
bWtuðkÞ ¼ 1
2
f ðptðkÞÞatðkÞ1=2uðptðkÞÞ
þ atðkÞ1=2FðptðkÞÞðruÞðptðkÞÞ ¼ bWt Frþ 1
2
f
 
u
 
ðkÞ:
Denote bA the closure of the operator acting on C10ðOÞ as follows:
bAu ¼ i
2
fu þ iFru ¼ i
2
fu  FPu ¼  1
2
ðFðQÞP þ PFðQÞÞu:
Thus for uAC10ðOÞ we have i ddt bWtu ¼ bWt bAu:
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If fAC1ðOÞ; e.g. if F is of class C2ðOÞ; then clearly bWtC10ðOÞCC10ðOtÞCC10ðOÞ
and we can apply Nelson’s lemma (see Remark 2.35) to obtain that bA is the
generator of f bWtg (note that C10ðOÞ is a dense subspace of L2ðRnÞ). Thus, the closurebA of  1
2
ðFðQÞP þ PFðQÞÞjC10ðOÞ is a symmetric densely deﬁned operator with
deﬁciency indices ðN; 0Þ and bWt ¼ eitbA:
In general, f is only continuous and the argument has to be modiﬁed as follows.
Let us denote, for a moment, eA the generator of f bWtg: By what we proved above, we
have bAC eA: Since eA is symmetric, we have bAC eAC eAC bA: It is easy to see that bA is
the operator  12 ðFðQÞP þ PFðQÞÞ acting in the sense of distributions on the domain
Dð bAÞ ¼ fuAL2ðRnÞ j ðFrþ 1
2
f ÞuAL2ðOÞg:
In particular, both bA and eA are restrictions of the operator  1
2
ðFðQÞP þ PFðQÞÞ
acting in the sense of distributions.
Now let CF0 ðOÞ be the set of uAC0ðOÞ such that FruAC0ðOÞ (distributional
derivatives). We shall prove later on that CF0 ðOÞCDð bAÞ: More precisely, for each
uACF0 ðOÞ we shall construct a sequence of functions ueAC10ðOÞ; with support in a
ﬁxed compact subset of O; such that ue-u and bAue- bAu uniformly. We make e-0
in bWt bAue ¼ bWt eAue ¼ eA bWtue and take into account that eA is a closed operator. We
obtain that bWtuADð eAÞ for all t if uACF0 ðOÞ and bWt bAu ¼ eA bWtue: Taking into
account the way eA acts we thus obtain bWtCF0 ðOÞCCF0 ðOÞ for all t40: Now we can
apply Nelson’s lemma and get that CF0 ðOÞ is a core for eA: Hence eA ¼ bA:
It remains to construct the functions ue: Let yACN0 ðRnÞ with support in the
unit ball and such that
R
y dx ¼ 1 and let yeðxÞ ¼ enyðx=eÞ: If uACF0 ðOÞ we set
ue ¼ ye  u and from now on e40 is small enough. We have ue-u and ye 
ðFruÞ-Fru uniformly because FruAC0: Thus it sufﬁces to show that Frue 
ye  ðFruÞ-0 uniformly. A straightforward computation gives:
Frye  uðxÞ  ye  ðFruÞðxÞ
¼
Z
FðxÞ  Fðx  eyÞ
e
ryðyÞ þ f ðx  eyÞyðyÞ
 
uðx  eyÞ dy:
But this clearly converges uniformly to
R ðyrÞFðxÞryðyÞ dy þ f ðxÞuðxÞ ¼ 0: &
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